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The Red Flag Campaign: Say Something
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

I,

Photo By: Matt ORBEN

Students walk to raise awareness for this current social issue.

.f you see a red flag, do something.
This is one of the messages the Red Flag
Campaign wants to get across to campus. They strive to raise awareness about
sexual and domestic violence, and
Longwood's chapter of the Red Flag
Campaign did that by hosting a walk on
Stubbs Lawn last Friday.
The Red Flag Campaign helps students
identify red flags in unhealthy relationships, and gives advice on what to do or
say if you witness this behavior. Longwood hosted the campaign for the second year, with the walk being a first-time
event The event had several speakers
and performers, a walk around campus,
and afinaleperformance.
Walk Coordinator Abigail Phillips
kicked off the event around 3:15 p.m.
Friday, thanks to the Red Flag Campaign team for all their handiwork. The
team, which was made up of Health &
Wellness Coordinator Sasha Gregory,
Phillips, Ariana Scott, Sara Jett, Sanay
Wilmoth, and Emily Mathis. The Student Government Association, Longwood Dining Services, Action Alliance,
the Health & Wellness Center, WMLU
91.3 FM, and the Longwood Belly
Dance Club helped sponsor the event.
Kandy Hayes, who works with Madeline's House, came to speak at the event.
She was excited to see so many Longwood students come out for such an important event. Gregory also shared her
excitement to see so many people come

out. "I encourage you when you see a red
flag the next time to say something. If
you're not sure what to say visit the website [and] check out the poster," said Gregory.
Belly Dance Club President Ashley
Russell gave a speech about dance, explaining those who belly dance are not
askingforif by the way they dance, and
should not be blamea for the attack.
"Nobody asks to be beaten or raped or
hurt. Nobody asks for the pain or the
heartache. No one asks for the stitches
and bruises and scars and nobody asks
for it," Russell said in her speech.
Two other members of the Belly Dance
Club performed at the event. Katie
Hedgepeth danced to "Desert Rose" by
Sting, and Italia Gregory danced to "Jai
Ho" oy the Pussy Cat Dolls. Two other
survivors, Ariana Scott and Sara Jett,
shared their own personal stories.
Scott talked about how she started dating a
guy in high school and although things were
going really great in the beginning the relationship started to become violent. She recounted the first day he hit her. She was a
freshman here at Longwood, and even
though they had broken up, he was not on
the same page as she was. They got in an altercation on the phone, and she started ignoring his calls and continuing with her day.
She didn't know it at the time, but he was
driving to Farmville so they could "talk"
about the situation. He tailgated into her
dorm and made it to her room.
Continued on Pg. 3

Tom Perriello Visits Campus During Campaign Blitz
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Congressional Representative Tom Perriello (D) kicked
of the last full week of his reelection campaign by stopping
by 20 different spots arouna
the 5th Congressional District
of Virginia. Perriello began his
trek at 12:01 a.m. on Monday
and traveled until midnight
Tüesday. The event, dubbed
"24 Hours of Tom," featured
stops' at Ferrum College in
Rocky Mount, Va., a barber
shop in South Boston, and
even a dairy farm in Pittsylvania County, before the Congressman headed back home to

and Korean War veterans, veterans iust now seeking assistance, out have been in need of
support for many years, and
the Dackloe of veterans from
Iraq and Afghanistan.
"We've put serious resources
into the VA," said the first-term
congressman. He noted the
new GI Bill that has already
helped, some 300,000 veterans
and family members who are
enrolled in four-year colleges.
Perriello said he hopes that
benefits will trickle over to
technical colleges in the future.
Perriello said the health of
veterans is also a support effort. He noted more peer-topeer support online, where
veterans can find assistance
24/7. Veterans are able to seek
out fellow veterans through the
Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans
of America (LAVA) already
today. He said it is important to
make sure those providing the
care can get the word out about
their services, especially with
dialysis and other special care
needs in Prince Edward
County and the Town of Farmville. Perriello noted that
most expanded community
outreach programs are already
"receiving mosdy good feedback." One of sucn outreach
programs was a mobile health
clinic recently held
in
By: Matt ort™ Clarksville, Va.

Charlottesville.
Perriello's stops in Farmville
included a dialysis treatment
center and Ruffner Hall, where
he visited with student veterans
and military members.
President of the Longwood
Student Veterans (LSV) Austin
Ling welcomed the group and
the Congressman to the conference table in Ruffner 103. "A
lot of what I want to do today
is listen," said Perriello. He
began by listing some of the
problems associated with the
Veterans Association (VA) that
his committee, the Veteran Affairs Committee, deals with.
Those
problems
revolve
around the aging of Vietnam

Perriello explains some problems wtth the VA.

The economic situation for
veterans is also on Perriello's
list. He said he wants to stop
veterans from taking their military services off of their resumes. He said many are
deterred to add such credentials to their resume because
employers are weary of health
ana more deployment possibilities for veterans. As a solution,
Perriello said his committee is
looking into the possibility of
offering tax incentives to some
companies for hiring veterans.
Many in attendance spoke by
thanking Perriello for nis dedication toward veterans and
veteran services. In turn, he
thanked the LSV for doing all
they do. A special thanks was
given to Assistant Professor of
English Dr. John Miller, who
serves as co-faculty coordinator for the LSV, alongside Lecturer of English Susan Stinson.
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
Political Action Committee endorsed Perriello, and he also
received an A-plus rating from
an Iraq/Afghanistan veterans'
group earlier this month. "It's
an honor to do it and it's the
right thing to do»" said Perriello
in supporting veterans.
"We need more veteran advocates out there," he said.
"There should be someone you
can call that is your ally, he
told the veterans in the room.
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erans as well as they should."
Cameron Wright, also a
member of the Longwood
Young Democrats and sophomore nistory major said, i see
exacdy what he does in my city.
It's nice for him to come back
and see me here at school," the
Danville, Va. native said.
Wright said she remembers
how the Congressman sent letnows was informed that their ters to her nigh school after
insurance premiums would go graduation, congratulating the
up some 20 percent because of class and wishing them allluck
what he called "ObamaCare." in the future.
Perriello answered by saying
"He's actually doing what he
the National Journal has said he was going to do," she
ranked him among the top 15 added. "We cant get rid of
most independent Congress- him."
men.
Longwood Young DemocAfter leaving Longwood, Per- rats'
President
Meghan
riello traveled to Scottsville, Czaikoski said, "This really is
Va., according to Press Repre- effective on letting people
sentative Jessica Barba. It's know how [Perriello] feels."
going great so far," Barba said She said that people feel differwhen asked if the "24 hours of ently when they see the person
Tom" campaign was on track. say something rather than just
"He's very accustomed to keep- reading what they have said.
ing on schedule." Barba said Czaikoski said her organizathere was a slight delay when tion registered 103 students
the congressman received a during a recent registration
haircut in South Boston earlier event. She said 96 of tnose regMonday morning.
istered here in Farmville.
A few students were on hand
Perriello will face Republican
at the event and shared their
challenger
Virginia Senator
thoughts. "I think it's very imRobert
Hurt
(R-Pittsylvania)
portant for any candidate to do
and
Independent
Jeffrey Clark
this," said Sydney Goheen, senon
Hies.,
Nov.
2.
ior and Longwood Young Democrats' vice president. "I don't
think people acknowledge vet-

One retired Army Veteran
from Green Bay, Va. praised
Perriello for his support of veterans, but criticized him for
being a "clog in the wheel" that
supports President Barack
Obama's administration and
many Democrats on Capitol
Hill. Randy Biggerstaff exlained how someone he
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A First Amendment
Lesson
IAN SHIH

Asst. News Editor
Y e s , Christine
O'Donnell,
the
First Amendment
does indeed establish a separation of
church and state. In
a debate against
her Democratic
NEWS
opponent
last
COLUMN
week, O'Donnell,
the Delaware Republican Senate
nominee, questioned the First Amendment's doctrine of separation of church and
state. After a dispute over the legality of
teaching creationism in public schools,
O'Donnell asked "Where in the Constitution is the separation of church .and state?"
which drew Doth gasps and laughter from
the audience. Chris Coons, the Democratic
Senate candidate, replied and explained the
First Amendment has been repeatedly interpreted by the Supreme Court to establish
a separation of church and state.
ODonnell interrupted Coons and asked,
"So you're telling me . . . that the phrase
'separation of church and state' is found in
die First Amendment?" Coons ignored the
interruption and continued with his explanation, but O'Donnell pressed again and
asked, "Let me just clarify, you're telling me
that the separation of cnurch and state is
found in the First Amendment?"
The full First Amendment reads: "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right
of the people peaceably to assemble, ana to
petition tne government for a redress of
grievances."
The two prongs of the Establishment
Clause and Free Exercise Clause, which
bans Congress from giving preference to
any one religion and from restricting the
practice or worship of any faith, were concluded by Thomas Jefferson to "[build] a
wall of separation between Church & State."
Furthermore, the removal of religion from
the public sphere is clarified and enshrined
by Article 6, Section 3 of the Constitution,
which states, "no religious test shall ever be
required as a qualification to any office or
public trust under the United States."
The explicit clauses separating government ana religion were purposefully and
deliberately included in the Constitution by
our Founding Fathers, and not without
sound reason. A brief review of history uncovers countless atrocities, brutalities, and
pure evil committed by rulers and governments in name of holy religion.
Such religious violence can be traced in a
nearly unbroken line: Human sacrifices by
die Aztecs, the Israelites and the Philistines,
the Crusades, the Muslim Conquests,
Protestant-Catholic conflicts, genocide of
Indian Americans, Arab-Israeli conflicts,
Darfur, 9/11, and more. Further investigation reveals corruption and crisis when
government and religion mix; such as religious positions being bought and sold, or
appointed by politicians. Would you want
your President, Senator, or Governor appointing your priest, pastor, or reverend?
O'Donnell's campaign released a statement after the debate which said she "was
not questioning the concept of separation
of church and state as subsequently established by the courts. She simply made the
point that the phrase appears nowhere in
the Constitution." But placed within the
context of the debate, her point would be
moot
If she merely meant to point out the
phrase does not appear in the Constitution,
it would not be relevant to her position on
teaching creationism in public schools. It is
much more likely O'Donnell was genuinely
surprised the First Amendment provides
for a separation of church and state. Since
the principle was unknown by her, she
readily accepted "intelligent design" is a
valid competing theory to evolution.
Listening to her questions in audio provides more concrete support of her shock.
One way or another, she either interrupted
Coons with a pointless comment or put
more of her ignorance on national display,
and unfortunately, she has a history with
the latter.
The prohibition of government influence
and interference in tne realm of religion is
a fundamental principle of our system of
governance. It is one of our major pillars of
unrivaled freedom and liberty that supports
our democracy. It is one of our most cherished rights, not an injustice; and it is there
to protect us, not stifle us.
Our Founding Fathers wanted to disjoin
our nation from die history of religious violence and corruption that plaguea the Old
World, and it is one of our most sacred inheritances as Americans.

Finnegan Meets With Class of 2012
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
President Patrick Finnegan began
the first of three informal class meetings Tues., Oct 26 at 3 p.m. in the
Lankford Student Union Ballroom He
discussed his plans for the future of the
university and addressed student
questions, which ranged from tuition
all the way to whether or not Longwood might enter an athletic conference in the ui
••
"I don't really have a full vision yet,"
Longwood's 25th president began as
he sat down on stages edge. "I haven't
been here long enough to form one."
Finnegan has own president since July
1,2010. He arrived at Longwood from
the United States Military Academy at
West Point.
"I appreciate what this school has and
what this school is," said Finnegan.
"We really have to be known for our
academic programs. We're going to be
competing. We need to compete for
students like you," he said while point-

amount if they can. He said private donations help make a lot of what the
university does possible, especially
during a bad economic time. Private
funding is essential to what we are
doing," ne said
Finnegan said he spends a large
oount of his timefigurineout where
amc
Longwood can save funas. He said
public universities were recently asked
to prepare a two,four,and six percent
savings model to prepare for budget
cuts for the 2012 fiscal year. He told
students to be ready for more tuition
increases and budget cuts before they
graduate. "It's not just us. It's every
school that receives state funding" said
Finnegan as he explained to a student
why the price of attending college is always increasing.
He also plans to have the Longwood
House, wnere the president and his
wife reside, open to students more
often. "Our goal is to make sure no
student graduates without having the
opportunity of visiting the Longwood
House," said Finnegan. Already this
semester, Longwood's Pitch Perfect
group was invited to perform during a
new faculty reception. Students from
die Cormier Honors College will attend a gathering this weekend at the
house.
After discussing a few of his main
points, Finnegan answered some
questions from the audience.
The first revolved around Longwood's application to an athletic conference. Tne possibility of an athletic
conference was something Finnegan
has had in mind since he became president. He said ideally the college will
find a conference in "two to three
years. If we are not in an athletic conference at that point, then I think, as
an institution, we have to revisit who
we are and what we're doing" He said
it is hard to be a Division I school, but
even harder to be Division II, which
Longwood used to be before making
Photo By: Corey Monis fc Divisic
ßjvisfon I switch.

ing to the junior students in the audience.
In March, Finnegan and wife Joan
plan to go on a road trip across Virginia, stopping at the four larger metropolitan areas to feature the
university and show alumni and others what the school has done and continues to do. He asked for students to
send him pictures of events and projects both inside and outside of the
classroom that they are involved in.
"This will help tell the story? said
Finnegan.
Finnegan said he is iust starting to
work with faculty leaders to develop
what he called an "Academic Master
Plan" to coincide with the university's
Campus Master Plan for the campus'
future.
The president also addressed the current budget situation. He talked about
the need to increase private funding
and alumni giving. He asked the juniors to give $20.12 each year after they
graduate, in reference to their graduation year, and then increase that

President Finnegan discusses issues with juniors.

(

The possibility of a university football team, however, is not gaining as
much steam as Finnegan may nave
once wished "We've got to figureout
ways to raise Longwood's profile," he
said "Football is certainly a way to
raise your portfolio. The problem is,
football does not make money. It loses
money? He said it would be difficult to
fill seats, the main income generator
for the sport, at a college tne size of
Longwood "ThereWo 30,000-seat
stadium in Farmville," he said
He also touched on the relationship
between the campus and the Town of
Farmville. "Theres always going to be
a little bit of head butting said
Finnegan. He said most agree that the
relationship which exists now is better
than it has ever been and continues to
grow, especially since the campus and
town police are now working together.
Finnegan also praised housing at
Longwood. He said the university
prides itself in being the only public
institution in the state that "guarantees
a student campus housing for all four
ears." The university has about 3,000
eds and Finnegan noted he thinks
many students like the way the housing system is set up.
I really do believe this country and
the future of this country depend on
people like you all," said Finnegan. He
tola the junior class that coDeee is
much more than just education about
a certain major. Aside from that, he
said the purpose of college is "to prepare you to be a contributing member
of society." Finnegan said hes met with
a number of alumni from the past
years who all remember the "closeknit" atmosphere of Longwood He
urged students to cherish that atmosphere and remember those who made
Longwood what it is today. "Represent
Longwood no matter where you go,"
he said "Remember who you are."
Finnegaris next class meeting will be
Thurs., Oct. 28 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Lankford Student Union Ballroom.

i

Re-lei for Life: Say Aloha to a Cure*

BROOKE JENKINS

Rotunda Reporter
T h e tropical theme for Relay For Life was announced at the kickoff, in the Lankford Student
Union Ballroom last Wed., Oct. 20, called "ReLei for Life: Say Aloha to a Cure." The entire
campus was invited to come see what Relay for
Life was all about, and how to sign up for a committee or team for this coming year. There were
e-mails sent out, a Facebook event invite, a Twitter announcement, and people standing in front
of Dorrill Dining Hall ana the Student Union
handing out bags and cards, while letting everyone know that tne kickoff had begun. The actual
Relay for Life event will be from 7 p.m. on April
15, 2011 until 7 a.m. the next day on Stubbs
Lawn.
When people first walked into the Ballroom,
they saw a long table where people could sign up
to win a $20 gift card to Mulligan's Sports Grille.
The winner was freshman liberal studies major
Katie Sites. Behind the first table were other tables with posters, each presented by a committee chair member.
There were a variety of committees for people
to sign up for. The Mission Delivery Committee
presented the events that are taking place at

Relay for Life, the types of cancer the event has
raised money for, ana the American Cancer Society's mission statement. People who wanted to
help advertise the event could sign up to join the
Publicity Committee. The Survivorship Development Committee recruits cancer survivors
and caregivers to participate in the first lap of
Relay, and coordinate the survivor ceremony.
Tne Activity Committee coordinates events
such as Locks of Love, relay races, bands, themed
lamps, late-night movies, and karaoke. The Team
Relation table was where the teams and team
captains could sign up. A team can be eight to
ten people. The Sponsorship Committee creates
sponsorship proposals and secures funding.
The Luminaries Committee makes luminaries,
coordinates the luminary ceremony, collects luminary bag donations before and during the
event and places them around the track. The
Greek Involvement table talked about how
Greek members get involved in Relay for Life.
The Accounting Committee is in charge of keeping track of the funds raised before and during
the event. Logistics Committee has the responsibility of overseeing the event, setting up and
cleaning up the event before, during and after it,
and getting all the items needed for the 'event
such as tables, chairs, tents, restroom facilities,

trash cans, lights, transportation, etc. There is
also a Fundraising Committee.
Each table had a sheet and at least two people
that provided information about their committee and answered any questions. Every committee member was eager to talk about their
committee,, showed an abundance of interest in
what they were talking about, and insisted that
there would not be any doubts of joining in and
helping out with any of die committees for Relay
for Life.
"It's important for students to come out because
cancer effects everyone," said Jason Shelton, cochairperson for team relations. "This disease impacts so many people across the world and the
campus in one way or another." He said students
could do their part by coming out and supporting the event.
The backs of the cards read, "The American
Cancer Society Relay for Life event is a lifechanging event that gives everyone in communities across the globe a chance to celebrate the
lives of people who have battled cancer, remember loved ones lost, and fight back against the
disease." If students, faculty, and staff could not
come to the kickoff and sign up, they are encouraged to take part in Relay by helping celebrate, remember, and fight back.

SGA Discusses On-Campus Skateboarding
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
D u r i n g the 1\ies., Oct. 26 meeting of the Student Government Association (SGA), the freshman class president, Queen Burrell, was sworn
in.
During the open forum, a senator brought up
the complaint that you cannot swipe twice during the same meal period, and if you try and
swipe a second time it will come out or your
bonus dollars. Even if your trips are spaced out,
such as once at 11 a.m. and once at 2 p.m. it still
violates the rule, which the senator was told was
put in place last year. Several senators expressed
that 14 meals a week is 14 meals a week, and it
shouldn't matter how when those meals are used
within the week. This concerns is being addressed by the SGA.
Another senator brought up the police are ticketing people who don't deserve tickets. She explained two people she knew got ticketed when
they were parkea in the right space with their decals showing. She went on to explain they did not
even get an actual ticket, but rather found out
about the ticket due to holds on their myLongwood account.
Several senators complained about campus
lights being off all oyer campus, including Brock
Commons, Wheeler, Cox, the Cunninghams, the

Colonnades, and Ruffner. Senators were concerned about how dark campus is without those
lights, and Vice President for Student Affairs
Tim Pierson is working to correct the issue as
soon as possible.
SGA is teaming up with the Student Health
Partners to start a discussion group to talk about
going smoke-free on campus. This is a two-year
initiative and they will not be speaking to the
Board of Visitors anytime soon. The purpose of
this group is to educate students about the effects
of second hand smoke, and to gather the campus's opinion about this issue.
Senior Class Representative Emily Van Daniker
also serves as the President of tne Longwood
chapter of Virginia 21. On FrL, Dec 3, she will be
oing to die Governors' Commission on Higher
ducation in Richmond.
During SGA President Ben Brittain's Executive
Report he talked about Goal 12 (the Upper Division Humanities goal) being eliminated for the
next catalog year. Upperclassmen still need to
complete tne goal. If you are not sure about
whether or not you need to fulfill the goal, check
with your adviser.
Brittain also brought up the issue of skateboarding on campus, with a proposal that is
being worked on that will prohibit skateboarding between the hours of 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
campus. Senators had different views on the is-

f

sues. Some liked the idea because pedestrians
were getting injured in skateboarding incidents.
One senator voiced that students getting injured
is of concern and needs to be acted on. Another
senator agreed that it was an issue, but she was
afraid to ban skateboarding during those hours
because skateboarding promotes sustainability
and is an active choice for getting to and from
campus. Another senator was concerned about
being fair to everyone. The discussion is still
being considered. Let a senator know what you
think!
The constitution for the Orthodox Christian
Fellowship for Hampden-Sydney College and
Longwood University was read, but was not
passed because part or their constitution regarding financial support from the schools needed to
be re-written. Tne constitutions for the Spanish
Club, as well as Alpha Delta Mu, and tne National Social Work Honor Society were approved.
On Ibes., Nov. 2, President Finnegan will speak
on Honor and Integrity. The event will be in Jarman at 7 p.m., witn a T-shirt swap before the
event. Bring your old college T-shirts in (Virginia Tech, JMU, etc.) and trade it in to get a new
Longwood T-shirt! The next SGA meeting will
on Tues., Nov. 2 at 3:45 p.m.
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Campaign Encourages Students to Speak Up When They See Red Flags
around. The event concluded with afirehoop dance by RusselL
•emoWalk participant Kyle Pemberton said, "People tend to have other
"When I saw him walk through my room door an instantfearovercame me. tional problems and tney can't develop into the mil person they wanted to be
We argued some more, he destroyed my property and he smacked me for later in life given someone else's contra over them and its just a shame peothefirsttime. The look in his eyes Defbre the act took place is one I will neverple have to go through that"
forget It was so cold and unemotional." Scott called campus police, and had Members of the team also had advice to share to victims of abuse. Phillips
said, "Everybody has somebody they can go to whether it be afriend,the Achim bannedfromcampus.
She started to miss mm, however, and began to think maybe he changed tion Alliance has a hotline always available [and] we have great counselors at
durine the breakup. She started dating himagain, only to get thrown back the Health and Wellness Center."
.
into an abusive relationship. She stayed in that relationship for another year
Scott said, "My advice to victims is know that you are not alone. A lot of VK^ to•leave.
tims feel like they are alone in this issue or they are trapped Just know that
rfbrefindingdie strength
a pop- there is help, there is support Go out there,findthoseresourcesand get the
Jett also spoke about her experience. She was sexually assaulted by
help that you need"
ular
footba
,
lar football player, and was blamed for the incident Many
t L said
l the"_guy
a
would never do
or she was askingforit, and made it her fault it happened Jett said, "It's really important that you need to talk to somebody. Otherwise
oo it,
it or
in thefirstplace. She said what you wear or things of that nature doesn t mean it's not going to stop, it's going to keep going on and if you don't speak up you
anything. Tf you say no to somebody, that means no. That means don't do it, are putting yourself in a lot of danger. You are letting it continue and you are
leave me alone, even if you are dating them if you say no, that means no." showing your attacker this is okay to do... If you teisomebody you can help
After the speeches, Hayes kicked off the walk, and everyone in the walk other people. This is something you need to do not justforyourself, but for
carried a singleredflag,as a symbol of what the whole event was centered everyone else." Visit www.theredflagcampaign.com for more information.
ContinuedfromPg. 1

People First! Campaign Comes to Longwood
JESSICA SNYDER

Rotunda Reporter
Recently on campus, you may
have seen the staff from the Office of Disability Resources encouraging students, faculty, and
staff to sign the pledge for the
People First! Campaign.
The People First! Campaign IS
i
a national initiative t>y the
Provider's Council. The mission
of the People First! Campaign is
to "present a unified and determined voice to protect essential
state services-tne safety net for
our most vulnerable residents."
The Office of Disability Resources, formally known as Disability Services, took the month
of October to inform the Longwood community of this initiative.
Administrative Assistant/Accommodation
Coordinator
Marie Brumfield said, "We
needed to bring awareness to
the campus because many people do not know or realize that
there is a certain type of dialogue used when speaking
about or with people with dis-

abilities. Times have changed
and everyone is not aware ofthe
terms that are being used at this
point and time. For example,
many people are still using the
term 'nanaicapped* when referring to 'accessible' parking, entrances etc. Many people are just
unaware."
During this month, staff members have been seen in the dining hall and other places with
their pledge poster and cards.
Signing the poster signifies your
pledge not to use those improper languages when referring to people with disabilities.
When people take the People
First Language pledges, they receive a pencil and/or bumper
sticker and will be entered into
a drawing to win a gift card to
various local businesses. The
participant also receives information handouts about the People First! Campaign. The office
will continue tneirfoilcampaign
on Oct. 27 and 29. On.these
days staff members can be
found in the lobby of the Health
and Fitness Center.
Diondra Mercer, the graduate

assistant for the Office of Disability Resources, did a presentation on the People First!
Campaign for her graduate intern class. Many of the slides
you see on the display board
come directly from ner presentation. Mercer expressed just
how important taking the
pledge is. She said, "We're trying
to put the person ahead of tneir
disability or diagnosis".
Mercer explained how People
First Language has been around
for a while. Sne explained " The
word 'handicapped'or 'mental
retardation' are no longer used
in Federal legislation. So everyone all over is changing their
language and terminology when
referring to people with disability.
Although the fall campaign's
goal was simply to make the
community aware of this issue,
in the spring they plan on expanding the campaign. Brumfield said, "The campaign will
also start back up in the spring
semester. We will continue have
campaigns each semester in
order to increase disability

awareness." The office plans for
the campaign in the spring to
include speakers, and otner programs.
After this fall campaign is finished, the poster witn tne signatures will be placed in the Office
of Disability Resources, located
in Graham Hall next to the Registrar's Office. The poster will
serve as a reminder of the numbers of people who took the
pledge to change their language.
Longwood is an institution
that offers a variety of services to
students with disabilities. Part of
the Office of Disability Resources' mission includes working with a diverse population of
students with documented disabilities to assure equal educational access. Stop by the office
in Graham Hall or visit the website at www.longwood.edu/disability for more information on
the available resources.
For more information about
the People First! Campaign, visit
the Provider's Council website at
www.providers.org/peoplefirst

PREVIEW 5K Event to Support Fire Department, Prince Edward Library
HEATHER HINKLE

Rotunda Reporter
I n support of the Farmville Fire Department
and the Prince Edward
County Library, a 5K
run/walk will be held Sat,
Oct 30, starting at 9 a.m.
The 5K is sponsored by
the Town of Farmville; the
Longwood Office of Environmental, Health, Safety
and Emergency Management; and the Department
of
Campus
Recreation. All proceeds
from the 5K will benefit
the Farmville Fire Depart-

ment and Prince Edward
County Library.
Emergency Management Coordinator T. Jordan Miles III said the race
is a way to bring the campus and town communities together, which is
"always a good thing."
After gathering up as
many sponsors as possible, ana with the help of
many coordinators, the
event was organized earlier this year. This will be
the first time the 5K will
have taken place, and the
directors of the event hope
to continue it as an annual
tradition.

The starting line will be
placed along the corner of
Race St and Redford St
behind the Lankfbrd Student Union. The race finish line will be on the
sidewalk along Cox and
Wheeler Residence Halls.
The after events of the 5K
will provide a welcoming,
friendly atmosphere for
the Longwood and Farmville
communities.
"We're going to have food;
there will be music and
awards," said Miles.
Registration forms can
be found on the Environmental, Health, Safety and
Emergency Management;

Campus Recreation; and
Student Union websites;
as well as in the Student
Union Recreation Area
and Campus Recreation
Fitness Center. Registration forms must be submitted to the Student
Union Recreational Area.
Cash or check, made
»ayable to Longwood
University, is accepted
during normal business
hours, Monday through
Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The entry fee for the 5K
before October 29 is $15.
The fee on race day is $20.
Monetary donations to
both the fire department

G

and library are also accepted ana may be deosited in the Student
[nion Recreation office.
Not in excellent shape
for a 5K? No problem!
The Department of Campus Recreation will offer a
Couch to 5K" training
program for all interested
applicants. For more information, contact Fitness
Coordinator Kelly Oddy
via
email
at
oddyka@longwood.edu.
Registration will brain at
8 a.m. and last until 8:45
a.m.
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PREVIEW Big Event Hopes to Give 'One Big Thanks' to Community
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
O ne thousand students and one hundredjobs. That is the goal for Longwood's
Big Event, a community service day for
students, according to Longwood senior
and Student Recruitment Chairperson
Emily Van Daniker. The event will be held
March 26,2011.
The Big Event is a one-day service project where students are able to show their
appreciation of local residents bv completing various tasks throughout tne Farmville community. Longwood's Big
Event's mission, according to Van
Daniker, is to bring together the entire student body to express tneir appreciation to
the residents in town who support them
during their stay at Longwood. The event's
slogan is "One Big Day. One Big Thanks.
One Big Event."
"Events such as these are a significant
way to build relationships between students, as well as with members of Farmville and surrounding communities,"
said senior Molly Spraker, director for The
Big Event 2011. "This community offers
us so much support during our years here
at Longwood, and this is a great way to
show our appreciation."
The project helps promotes unity between tne campus and the community as
a whole. "It helps foster a relationship between the campus and the community,"
said Van Daniker. She said that relationays tJthe best, but through
ship is not always
events like The Big Event, it is strengthevents
ened. like The Big Event, it is strength
This year will be the third year of the

event, which attracted more than 550 students last year and included nearly 50 jobsites. In its first year, the project only
attracted 90 students. Van Daniker credited extensive promotion of the event last
year for the increase in participants.
Spraker said some new changes are taking place for this year's Big Event. The
committee hopes to incorporate a celebrate service concert into the festivities.
Fundraisers will also be included as part
of the festivities. A bowling night is among
such fundraising events.
The majority of the jobs The Big Event
takes on involve cleaning up trash or fixing up homes for people who are disabled
or elderly. "We do a lot for people who
can't do it for themselves, said Van
Daniker. Last year, students helped paint
a home as well as clean up trash along Buffalo and Grove Streets. She said the committee always receives good feedback from
members of the community who benefit
from the volunteer efforts. She said they
also work with Madeline's House, a local
safe house for battered women and their
children, by organizing some of the supplies the facility receives from various
donors.
Jobs are selected by people filling out a
request form for a particular place to be a
project site. The Big Event committee then
reviews the form and two members go
and visit the proposed jobsite to ensure it
is a safe and healthy working area. Van
Daniker said each jobsite is given a leader
and a team of student workers.
Van Daniker said to help with the organization of the students and the jobs, the
committee is exploring the possibility of

using a program where students are able
to enter their information and then be assigned to a jobsite. The software is developed and used by Virginia Tech for their
Big Event. "The website is currently being
revamped, but we hope to have the necessary elements in place so that students can
sign up individually, or as an organization
sol5ely through the website," saia Spraker.
Daniker said the committee, consisting of ten people, is actively promoting
jobs and looking for sponsors for the event
right now. She said student participation
would begin in the next month or so.
"Some of the ways we'll advertise is
tabling at D-Hall, sign-ups on Brock
Commons, and through our Facebook
site, 'Longwood Big Event,*" said Spraker.
Senior Casey Putney was unable to attend The Big Event last year, but said, "I
think it's a great idea and I wish I could
have been involved."
Student Government Association President Ben Brittain said, "I'm excited. I
think last year was a really good year for
The Big Event... It was a lot of fiin and I
hope to see that all happen again this year."
He said students should come out to give
back and say thanks to a community that
relies on the university. "If Longwood
wasn't here, Farmville wouldn't be as successful as it is. It's about supporting the
community and in turn, you're also supporting yourself"
The Big Event program is hosted on over
70 college campuses nationwide, including Virginia Tech, University of Nebraska Lincoln, and the University of Oklahoma.
The Big Event was founded at Texas A&M
University m 1982.

NEWS BRIEFLY
Mexican Authorities Burn
Record Amount of Seized
Marijuana
TIJUANA, Mexico - In an event expected to take two days, Mexican security forces began incinerating over 130 tons of marijuana on Wed,
Oct 20. The marijuana, which wasfoundin theformof an estimated
15,000 pre-packaged brides, were stacked by soldiers before being doused
in gasoline andfinallyburned Mexican authorities seized the marijuana
that was ultimately destinedforthe United States, in the border city ofTijuana on Mon., Oct 18. The drug bust is the biggest in Mexico's history,
with an estimated street value worth just short of half-a-billion dollars.
The drugs werefoundin tractor-trailers and homes around the city, with
11 people arrested thus far. Authorities believe the marijuana belonged
to me Sinaloa cartel, one of the most powerful in the country. The bust
is part of an ongoing crackdown on drug trafficking, initiated by President Felipe Calderón in 2006, which has taken a toJlof over 28,000 lives
related to drug gang violence.

Radford University Mourns Loss
of TKE Fraternity Pledge
iDRVHML,
ities suspect alcohol was involved in his death According to witnesses
and court documents, Mason, 20, of Chesterfield County, was drinking
liquor the night before at a fraternity party. The party was hosted by Tau
Kappa Epsilon (TKE), the same fraternity Mason was pledging. Accortung to a search warrant affidavit Mason'sfriendswalked him to the
home ne was found in "to deep off the intoxication.'' In response to
Mason's death, the international TKE organization temporarily suspended the Radford chapter until the results of an investigation into
Mason's death arereleasedThe Radford TKE chapter had a history of
underage drinking prior to Mason's death, and was sanctioned months
earlier by the universityforserving alcohol to underage students at a rush
party.

Expect Higher Speed Limits on
Some Virginia Highways
RICHMOND, Va. - Virginia is set raise the speed limitfrom65 to 70
mph on 680 miles of interstate highways by year s end The speed limit increase will mostly be limited to rural and iess-populated areas. The plans
were released by the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT)
after reviewing historic traffic and accident patterns, road conditions,
and consulting with State Police. Over 780 miles of the state's interstate
system were consideredforspeed limit increases. Engineers determined
that the speed limit shouldremainat 65 mph on 189 miles, largely located in urban areas with histories of high crash rates. The changes were
one of Gov. Robert McDonnell's campaign promises. In a statement release last Wednesday, McDonnell said, "The increase in the speed limit
from 65 to 70 mph in rural and less-populated areas of die state will help
Virginians arrive at their destinations quicker and safer, and will speed the
delivery of goods and services throughout the Commonwealth.

Recoid Number of Classified
Documents Released
WASHINGTON - Nearly 400,000 classified Pentagon documents were
released to the public byWikiLeaks on FrL, Oct 22. The disclosure is the
largest Irak of military secrets in U.S. history. The so-called "war logs"
were made public despiteresistancefromtne Pentagon, which argued
the leak would put U.S. troops and allies in danger. Preliminary analysis
of the documents made by various news organizations found the number of Iraqi civilians deaths made public was largely understated by the
Bush administration: US. troops continued to abuse prisoners for years
after Abu Ghraib and often turned a blind-eye to torture, rape, and murder committed by Iraqi police and troops; a U.S. attack helicopter killed
Iraqi insurgents even after they tried to surrender because they technically "cannot surrender to aircraft;'' and at one point the US. relied more
on military contractors than soldiers in Afghanistan. WikiLeaks is an independent non-profit non-governmental whisde-blowing news organization.

McDonnell Suspends Special
General Assembly Session
RICHMOND, Va. - Virginia Gov. Robert McDonnell canceled a special
session meeting ofthe General Assembly he planned for next month regarding his plan to privatize the state's ABC stores. After facing stiff resistancefromboth Republicans and Democrats, McDonnell conceded he
did not have enough votes to privatize the state-run liquor business in
the special sessionThe Richmond Times-Dispatchreportedthe largely
symbolic defeat comes after months of promotion. Even though he has
put his plans on hold this year, McDonnell said he has not abandoned his
goal to end the states 76-year control of hard liquor sales. The governor
plans to introduce a bill to eliminate the state's Alcoholic Beverage Control system on the first day the legislature convenes in January. McDonnell has repeatedly argued that privatization could net the state a one-time
windfall of $458 million; however, it would also cost the state an annual
income ofroughly$47 million.
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Costume
Faux Pas
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
A s a culture,
we have extracted
the most important parts of Halloween from their
traditional celebratory contexts.
For example, we
dress in costumes
on the night of
FEATURES
Oct. 31 because of
COLUMN
the Samhain, an
ancient Celtic celebration in which
individuals wore costumes and masks
at the end of each harvest. We also go
trick-or-treating, a custom that dates
•
1 period
DC
back to the late• medieval
when
people would go from door-to-door
t
egging for food.
Our version of Halloween is filled
with just that that; funny-looking outfits and candy beggars. However, the
holiday holds two separate meanings
for bom youngins' ana young adults. As
a child, it is the night where dreams are
made into reality as we get to parade
around in our costume of choice and fill
oversized potato sacks with excessive
amounts of candy. As we enter early
adulthood though, the idea of dressingup takes a turn down competition lane,
and college parties platform the costume-runway for students to parade
their outfits.
For some reason, as college adults, we
can't manage to drop the act of dressing-up as easily as we quit the trick-ortreating ritual. On a deeper level,
costumes might be a way for people to
channel their inner childhood experiences but, for most of us, this night is an
excuse to wear minimal clothing and
mock the conventions of fashion. Aside
from the typically boring and overworn costumes on Halloween, including the School Girl and Spiderman,
there is usually one costume that takes
home the "Best Outfit Award" each
year.
There is always a current events phenomenon to provide the perfect material for a costume that almost always
renders a laugh or two at a college party.
Last year, for example, it was nearly impossible to go somewhere without witnessing a replica of the famous
character Alan from "The Hangover,"
sporting a beard, sunglasses, and a fakebaby in a sling. I have come up with a
brief list to aid you in attaining your
Halloween medal of best-decor within a
college-student budget. Rather than
overkill the anticipated lamp-shade-onhead costume or the toga made of
sheets, copy any of these top three epic
fails from 2010.
3. The Cheating Tiger Woods. In case
you didn't keep up with media tabloids
this summer, Tiger Woods's wife Elin
made it quite clear that she never actually beat ner husband with a golf dub
and the act of her smashing his car window was indeed to help him, not hurt
him. Whatever! This man deserves
some shame after cheating op his wife
with countless strippers. Throw on your
preppy golf gear, grab a nine-iron, and
cake your face with makeup to resemble
any cuts, bruises, or black eyes.
2. Mike "The Situation" Sorrentino. It's
not hard to make fun of any Jersey
Shore cast member, but this mans
"character" is just too easy. From his abs
that don't quit to his fake-bake tan and
terrible one-liners, this guy makes for
some great Jersey trashin'. If you don't
already have a raging eight-pack, then
slap some paint on to make it like you
do. Find some opaque-faded sunglasses, spike your hair up with hairspray, ana lay on the fake tanner. While
you're out, try and remember to use
typical Guido catchphrases such as
"Grenades," "Fist pump" or "GTL"
I. The Gulf Oil Spill BP Worker.
Thanks to the unfortunately ubiquitous
BP Oil spill, individuals are now able to
sport a BP (Bad Planning) worker costume for this year's Halloween. Find
some clothes that you don't really care
about and drench them, along with
parts of your body, in dark-brown paint
to appear as oil. Carry around a stuffed
animal also covered in paint for a dramatic effect and a fix-it-up tool in the
other hand. Make sure you write the letters "BP" on your chest so that people
are not confused—or terrified of you.
Yes, this is mildly offensive and inappropriate, but those BP folks deserve
some ridicule. And hey, it's Halloween!
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Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity Bowls for St. Jude's
Fraternity had huge success with fundraiser at Main Street Lanes
LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor
O n Thürs., O c t 21, the
Main Street Lanes bowling
alley, just a few miles from
campus, was hopping with
students bowling, eating, and
singing karaoke late into the
nignt. Why the huge crowds
on a Thursday night? Because
it was all for a good cause.
Longwood's chapter of Tau
Kappa Epsilon (TKE) hosted
their first Main Street Lanes
fundraiser, with all proceeds
going to St. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital, located in
Memphis, Tenn.
According to TKE cofundraising chair and sophomore Stan Nowicki, he
thought there were "somewhere in the neighborhood
of 150-200 people" at the
event. A good representation
of the Longwood Greek community attended, including
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Alpha
Delta Pi, Alpha Sigma Tau,
and other sororities, as well as
Sigma Nu, Theta Chi, and
otner fraternities. There were
other students in attendance,
as well as local residents.
Nowicki said St. Jude's is

one of their philanthropies,
which was adopted nationally
as the fraternity's philanthropy of emphasis in 2008.
An interesting fact is the
founder, entertainer Danny
Thomas, was a TKE brother
of the Gamma Nu chapter.
Thomas founded the hospital
in 1962, named after Saint
Jude Thaddeus, the Catholic
patron saint of hospitals, desperate causes, and lost causes.
Since its establishment, the
hospital has revolutionized
how doctors treat children
with life-threatening illness.
One of the most staggering
statistics is the survivalrate of
acute
lymphoblastic
leukemia, which was a mere
four percent when the hospital opened in 1962. Today the
rate has skyrocketed to 94
percent.
According to the St. Jude's
website, the hospital opened
with 125 employees and a $1
million budget. Today, after
an extensive five-year expansion from 1999 to 2005, the
hospital has 340 employees
and a $400 million-plus
budget, with a "continued
focus on pediatric cancer and
its complications." Nowicki
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A large number of students turned out to support Tau Kappa Epsilon and SI Jude's Children's Hospital.
said, "It [St. Jude's] is really
important to us because St.
Juae's Children's Hospital
does a lot of work and research for children with cancer and other diseases."
Nowicki did not have the
exact amount the chapter had
raised by press time, but he
was optimistic about the pro-

Dr. Jordan's Ghost Stories
JAMIE CLIFT

Asst. Features Editor
F o r the past 17 years, Longwood Professor of Anthropology and Sociology Dr.
James Jordan has been striking fear into the
hearts of students with his artfully told tales
of murder, mystery, and, of course, ghosts.
On Sun., Oct. 24, tnis tradition continued in
the newly-renovated Jarman Auditorium.
Students always look forward to hearing
these tales, but they are much more to Jordan and many students than just stories.
They all include important aspects of the
university's history, and througn these stories, Jordan connects the past to the present
in an incredibly unique way.
Jordan doesn t seem to look at these tales as
ghost stories. He much prefers a different
title: "Once Upon a Time at Longwood: Tales
From Under the Ground." Jordan explained
this is a more anthropological way. He has a
framedflierfor the event with that title in his
office, which probably contains more artifacts than some museums.
Many of the things he keeps there have a
powerful connection to his stories, and to
Longwood itself. He has parts of the original
Ruffner building, including a fireplace and
an ornate chandelier medallion. This was
on the ceiling for a hundred years," he said of
the medallion, "and I've often wondered how
many people it looked down on." Many mementos of the infamous April 2001 Rotunda
fire are present, including a peculiar photograph of the burning building in wnich a
ghostly version of the Confederate memorial
statue across the street appears.

It seems every single artifact has a fascinating story behind it. Tiny fragments of a
porcelain doll and thimbles that no modern
woman could even dream of fitting on her
thumb are relics left behind by some of
Longwood's earliest students. There is also a
jar of Civil War mini balls, left behind by unwelcome guests. And everything left behind
has a story left behind witn it.
"There must be tens of thousands of stories." Jordan said. "To pick out a favorite is
really kind of hard." But after some thought,
he explained, "My favorite stories are the last
ones that I've tola."
A silly-looking blue-and-white beanie,
reminiscent of the movie "Animal House," is
another piece of Longwood history Jordan
keeps in nis office. This is tied to one of the
stories he told to the audience on Sunday
night, and is one of Jordan's favorites. Up
until around 1939, freshmen had to wear
beanies like this one, and a group of students
known as the Rat Court punished those who
lost the beanies, by convincing them that
they had to eat mice. But in every one of Jordan« interesting stories, there is still the element of violence or gore; it is that time of
year, after all. The practice in this story led to
one girl placing a rat in her mouth and having her tiiroat clawed out.
Whether people enjoy them for the history
or the chills, these stories do more than creep
out Longwood students in preparation for
Halloween, they connect the past to the present. Telling these tales about the past, Jordan
said, "maxes the olden days seem much
more alive."

ceeds. He said he "would definitely do another fundraiser
with Main Street Lanes" in
the future. They publicized
the event by creating a Facebook event as well as sending
letters to every sorority, inviting them to come out.
Any club or organization
can set up a fundraiser with

Main Street Lanes with just
one phone call. Event times
are normally Tuesdays and
Thursdays beginning at 9:30
p.m. For more information
on Main Street Lanes and
their events, call 434-3929916, or visit their website at
www.bowlfarmville.com.
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Club Corner: The Ballroom Dance
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
A r e you looking for a way to spice
up your semester? Do you find yourself wanting the chance to enjoy
some authentic entertainment? Even
if you don't yet have a set major or
goal-interest in mind, there are other
ways to get involved at Longwood
that do not require academic-related
knowledge. The Ballroom
Dance Club is a fun-feat to
the club community, and offers individuals the chance
to take on the challenge of
learning classic danc<
moves. It's also a way foi
you to mingle and get to
know your colleagues in '
a more eloquent manner.
The Ballroom Dance
Club President Katie
Hedgepeth said the
club officially
began after the
first meeting was
held
during

spring 2010, but the idea generated
during the fall of2009. As of now, the
club currently has 20-25 members
who come regularly, and Hedgepeth
noted there is "an instructor who
comes once a week" to teach the lessons. According to Hedgepeth, the
club meetings are held each Thursday night at 7 p.m. in Jeffers 133, and
the actual lessons are Wednesdays
from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. in Curry
Commons. She said each lesson is $3
a person and "must be paid by the
Thursday before the lesson."
1 Hedgepeth said last semester
^ participants learned many
dances, including the Tango,
Swing, and Salsa. Sne said this semester there is "an energetic instructor" named Sandra
Maneialetti, who is
teaching classes such as
"the Salsa, Mambo,
.Rumba, Waltz, and
'American Swing."
Individuals were initially taught the primary
'dance steps during the first lesson
have smce proof the semester and ns

gressed in their abilities to move.
Now we know how to turn and
travel while dancing, as well as several new steps like hesitations,
bridges, and others," Hedgepeth said.
She added, "The music we dance to
is familiar so it's easy to find the
rhythm."
It is not necessary to have a partner
when you sign up as Hedgepeth said
how many people come solo and
partner up with [other people] who
come solo." Hampden-Sydney College (H-SC) students also attend the
lessons, which Hedgepeth said is
"great" because it is a time and place
"where H-SC and LU can work together."
' According to Hedgepeth, the club is
also open to professors and faculty
members, which allows for different
levels of diversity. She said there were
four professors/faculty members in
attendance this past week.
Hedgepeth also said prior experience is not necessary since "the instructor teaches the dances in a way
that is easy for everyone to understand." She said anyone can join at

any point, even if it is their first time
coming, and they "do not need to
worry about catching up" on what
has already been taught. Hedgepeth
added, "Each week we build on the
previous week and we review the
basic steps for anyone who is new."
The club has joined forces with
other organizations on campus.
Hedgepetn said, "Last semester we
teamed up with the Belly Dance Club
and Table-Top Gamers to host a
Masquerade Ball to raise money for
Relay For Life." After this experience,
she said they "hope to continue participating in events like this as well as
hosting [their] own."
Hedgepeth encouraged anyone interested in learning these dances to
join in on the fun, as classes are continuously becoming more dynamic.
She said, "We have lots of new ideas
for next semester that we can't wait
to bring to Longwood."
If you are interested in taking a lesson or becoming a member of the
Ballroom Dance Club, you can contact Hedgepeth directly at katherine.hedgepeth@live.longwood.edu.
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Peer Health Educators Spread Alcohol Awareness on Campus
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
O n Thurs., Oct 21, members of
the Peer Health Educators organization gave a presentation to a group of
students in the Lankford Student"
Union Ballroom as a part of Alcohol
Awareness Week. According to information on the Longwood Counseling
Center website, Peer Health Educators
partner with the school counseling
center in order to assist in "educational
programming, wellness promotion,
and community service." Members of
the organization confirmed the truths
and myths regarding alcohol during
their presentation and informed students about the importance of safe
drinking.
Junior Zach Highland, a Peer Health
Educator and main spokesperson of
the nights event, started the presentation by showing a popular music
video and song I Love College" by
Asher Roth. The purpose of displaying this video was to note the exaggeration and seen rituals of certain
activities at college parties as they are
acted out in the song. Highland's message to the students in attendance was,
"Its okay to drink, just do it safely."
Highland then discussed the top ten
myths about alcohoL One of the myths
was, "I can drink and still be in control," which he pointed out is not always true since it depends on the
individual's blood alcohol concentration (BAC) level. He said the result of
alcohol consumption varies for each
person because specific beverages affect each drinker differently.

ous like mixed drinks because you
don't know what or how much alcohol
is in them."
Highland then talked about the facts
of alcohol poisoning and how to help
someone who has over-consumed
their limits. He also gave tips to
healthier drinking patterns and what
to avoid while drinking, such as certain prescription pills. He said, "Please
whatever you do, do not mix alcohol
and drugs, because your liver cannot
handle it."
In the presentation, Highland also
mentioned certain student resources
available on campus and addressed the
question, "So what can we do [to practice safe alcohol consumption]? He
told students to familiarize themselves
with different situations in order to be
repared for any alcohol-related conlicts.
When the students walked into the
meeting they were told to pick up a

S
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Peer Health Educators with Student Health & Wellness Coordinator Sasha Gregory.
Next, Highland addressed the uni- to test their knowledge about acceptversal and nealth effects that alcohol able alcohol portions. There were
has on one's body. He noted any three volunteers who each poured
amount of alcohol can hurt you inter- what they imagined to be a correct
nally but added, "If you keep drinking amount of liquid into a Solo cup deand drinking, it's really going to affect pending on what the educators told
your liver." Highland explained how a them to pour. For example, the first
man's BAC is impacted much less by individual was told to pour a shot but
alcohol than a woman's, for biological accidentally dumped a double-shot's
reasons. Therefore he said women worth into the container. Each contesshould not pretend that they can out- tant's estimate was relatively close to
drink men, as this fact is scientifically the suggested portions.
proven. He told students not to abuse
Student Health &: Wellness Coordialcohol and to "always know [their] nator Sasha Gregory addressed the aulimits."
dience about tne importance of the
The educators then set-up a game for game and said, "I want you to drink
the audience members to play as a way what you know, not anything mysteri-

Major Beat: Psychology
and Developmental Science
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
Established in 1986, Longwood's psychology major has always consisted of caring and
unique professors. Persistently, the major also
focused on the student's academic welfare.
Today, with a staff of seven professors, that education has become more diverse.
When Professor Joyce Apperson joined
Longwood University in 1985, psychology was
paired with education in a composite major.
The following year, it separated with a staff of
four professors including Department Chair
Ed Smith, now-deceased Philis Wacker, retired
Dr. Stein, and now Virginia State University
(VSU) Professor Apperson. This natal psychology department was housed in the since
demolishedWynne Building and was split between the disciplines of clinical psychologists
Apperson and Stein, and experimental psychologists Smith and Wacker.
The department had to share a secretary with
the sociology department and had only one
ich was guarded ferociously by
computer,
ter, wni"
Smith
rimin his office. As the "olden, olden" days
progressed, Smith's personal computer was
joined by another desktop in the main office
with a prehistoric dot printer. After the technological booms of the 1990s and 2000s, Apperson said everything seemed to speed up and
with acceleration the act of being a psychology
major became easier.
"Back then," Apperson said, "you really had to
teach everything... with a four person department," and the psychologists really had to fight
to build a major. Now though, with nearly
twice the number of professors, more variety
can be explored
An example of this variety is Biopsychologist
and Department Chair Eric Laws. Laws said
the focus of a psychology major is varied, but
generally deals with subjects such as the behavior of humans and animals, biology, learning, personality, and psychopathology, or
mental processing behavior. He also pointed
out the subjects are thoroughly covered by
LongWood's department.
Central to these concentrations are two ideas:
mind-body and nature-nurture. Mind-body is
centered on the idea that the mind is either a
part of the body, as is now believed, or a separate entity. Nature-Nurture, on the other hand,
deals witn whether actions should be blamed
on natural tendencies or on the manner is
which someone is raised.
However, the specifics are seldom a draw-in
for incoming majors. Students who choose
psychology are often first interested by the inherent lure of studying mental processes and
causation. On the other hand, students find a
helping profession in which to use their major
more appealing.
With approximately 200 majors and 50 mi-

nors, these students soon find themselves in a
"rigorous" program that prepares for graduate
studies and the workplace. Along the end of the
road lies a presentation to the entire university,
a mandatory internship, an oral presentation to
their professors, their senior seminar, and the
Major Field Achievement Test on which they
continuously score in the upper 90th percentile.
The large size of the psychology department,
and its momentum for academic success, have
landed graduates in such positions as social
worker, teacher, counselor, case manager, probation officer, law enforcement, the research
fields, and human resource management.
Cognitive Psychologist Stephanie Buchert
shared about the psychology professors and
how it looks to progress in the future. The current research internship should be supplemented with more specialty classes or electives
and, as Laws later added, the professors want
an even lower ratio between themselves and
the student body for closer attention. The diverse fields that each professor represents were
also explained.
The four professors who work with Apperson, Buchert, and Laws are each specialists,
many of whom have an added experimental
background. Dr. Crandel shares the clinical
field with Apperson and, like Apperson, has a
license to practice. His focus is often in abnormal psychology and positive psychology to investigate traits such as hope ana forgiveness in
human beings.
Professor Chris Bjornsen is focused on developmental and cross-cultural psychology. His
studies not only deal with childhood psychology, but growth from the "womb to the tomb."
He now conducts a inoperative aging class, sex
and gender classes, and a study abroad program that takes students to different countries
and various university psychology departments
outside of the United States.
Much of what these professors do is very
much focused on the students. This includes
making certain organizations by which students can find a place in the major. For example, the major holds a Psychology Club
meeting every Thursday at 4 p.m., which is
held in Ruffner 312 and 314.
In addition, Capstone and the Psychology
Honors Fraternity Psi Chi are active in the department. Membership in the fraternity is
much more specific than membership in the
club, requiring three semesters of psychology
class, a 3.0 GPA, and an invitation.
In the end, these organizations are simply
^PBmys
"
some of the way
ways the psychology
department pushes its students and makes the major
unique. The Longwood Psychology Department no longer needs to share a secretary, nave
limited resources, or try strenuously to be a
separate entity.

"I want you to drink
what you know, not
anything mysterious
like mixed drinks because you don t know
what or how much alcohol is in them."
-Sasha Gregory

small, colored piece of paper, which
the educators used to play another
game. Each time they yelled out a
color, the person with the comparable
piece of paper was told to stand up.
The educators then read off a scenario
and statistics associated with alcoholabuse situations that affect people each
ipii rep^ p
year. The jink card, for example,
resented t le 20 out of 100 individuals
who drin and drive while the lime
jer symbolized the 25 out of
100 people wno fall academically because of their habits with alcohol.
Finally, the Peer Health Educators
had students write down one good
and one bad incident they witnessed
at a party in the past. Audience members were then told to crumple their
papers up and toss them around the
room until they were all mixed up, in
order to ensure privacy of the writer.
The point of the game was to discuss
the influences of alcohol and to recognize shared or diverse experiences.
Highland and Gregory said the edu :
cators are not concerned with the fact
that students are drinking, but rather
how much alcohol they consume and
for what purpose. After all of the
;ames, stories, and examples, Highand, Gregory, and the rest of the Peer
Health Educators said their main goal
was to inform individuals about alcohol so that, if they are going to drink,
they practice this choice witn caution.
Tnose who want more information
about alcohol awareness topics can
contact any of the Peer Health Educators or Gregory at gregoryss@longwood.edu.
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CALLING ALL MAJORS!
If you know of a major that you would like to be recognized, please
contact The Rotunda at therotundaonline@gmail.com
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7 P.M. IN H I N E R AUDITORIUM

PUBLIC INVITED - SEATING LIMITED - FREE ADMISSION

A T A TIME W H E N ISSUES of corporate governance, financial
reporting and business ethics are making headlines daily, it is important to
remember that American industry continues to provide valued leadership
for creating a sustainable global economy. Our next speakers in the
Executive-in-Residence series will be the husband/wife team of Frank Qiu
and Ting Xu, speaking on "Leadership Values in Changing Times."
Evergreen Enterprises, one of the leading marketers of garden and home
decor, began in a garage in Richmond in 1991 when Ting Xu and her parents
created flags to sell at the Virginia State Fair. Today, the company has achieved
major player status with a sales force covering all 50 states, serving over 14,000
independent retailers, and 200 large chains. Both entrepreneurs were born and
raised in Shanghai, China, and Ms. Xu continued her studies at Old
Dominion University where she received her masters degree in 1989. Mr. Qiu
obtained his business degree from Fudan University and served as assistant
professor in a major think-tank in Shanghai before joining his fiancée in
Virginia in 1987. He holds a masters degree and received the Ernst & Young
Entrepreneur of the Year Award for Virginia in 2000.
The Executive-in-Residence series is a public service of the College of
Business & Economics and is co-sponsored by Barrett Capital Management,
LLC and SunTrust Bank. To learn more about the program and parking,
call 434.395.2045 (TRS: 711) or visit us online at:
www.longwood.edu/business.
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Strategies For A Stress-Free Scholar
The Learning Center Director provides students with healthy tips to succeed
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
O n T\ies., Oct. 26, a stress and time management workshop was held in the Lankford Student
Union Ballroom in order to help individuals become well-rounded students. The Vice President
of Longwood's College Panhellenic Council
(CPC) and senior, Leign Cuppit, introduced Rebecca Sturgill, the event speaker and director of
the Learning Center.
During the workshop, Sturgill addressed five
main topics including stress control, time management, study habit tips, test-taking strategies,
balancing life at Longwood, and Learning Center resources.
In order to manage time efficiently, Sturgill encouraged students to "think ahead, make a plan,
and stick to it." She said the best way to execute
this task is to get a planner, write down assignments in a timely order, and then follow through
with the listed duties. Sturgill noted there are
many different ways in which individuals choose
to map-out their day, but that everyone should
work ahead.
She said, "If you spend the time doing your
work now, you will never get behind in what you
need to accomplish." First, Sturgill recommended
students "find the best system" that works for
them. She pointed out that To-Do Lists can be

very helpful, but it is important to not procrastinate while making one, as many people "spend
too much effort on the list rather than accomplishing what is on the list."
"When you have assignments, especially big assignments, think about breaking tnem into small
pieces... even on the weekends," Sturgill stated.
She added, "Do this for a half-an-hour every day."
Sturgill said making a list every night for the
next day can be extremely beneficial, as it helps
one "categorize and prioritize" each project that
needs to be completed. Additionally, she noted
that as long as the words written are eligible, it is
not important how "pretty" the list looks.
In order to classify which assignments hold
most precedence, Sturgill suggested students, especially visual learners, use a color-code system
in which "red" signifies the most important task
that "should have been done yesterday." "Yellow"
represents work that heeds to be done quickly but
does not hold first priority and "green" means
that the assignment needs to be completed soon.
Next, Sturgill talked about the importance of
acquiring great study habits in order to obtain
higner grades. She discouraged last-minute cramming as a method and tola students to study "a
little bit each day." Before a student can ace tests
or excel in classes, one must first "attend class and
pay attention," Sturgill noted. She said that teachers will understand« a student gets sick but will

count on the individual to receive any missed
work from a classmate. Therefore, Sturgill recommended that everyone "get a study buddy," or
someone to count on for lost time and work.
As a visual learner herself, Sturgill recommended that students pair up with their study
buddy once a week or more before an exam and
write two tests, which they can then exchange
with one another. She said mis method of preparation "forces you to think about what material is
most important and what kind of information is
needed tor each question."
Her next and personal favorite study tip was to,
create "enhanced note cards," which are a step up
from "regular" note cards, and help to understand
why the topic at hand is important. For those interested, Sturgill said the card is folded in half,
with the term and definition on the outside, and
the most important and applicable knowledge
within. However, she noted there is, of course,
"nothing wrong with using regular note cards."
For those who work alone, Sturgill suggested
finding a quiet study quarter away from any distractions including the computer, friends, or loud
areas. She said individuals who enjoy studying in
groups should embrace this fact by meeting in the
library or another small place to exchange information and help one another.
Before entering a test, Sturgill said each person
should arrive mentally and physically prepared.

During an exam, she recommended that students
re-reaa each question, stick with their first guess
or gut instinct and look over answers before turning in the exam.
Sturgill stressed the importance of sleep and
said that college students especially need to compete three cydes of R.E.M. in order to retain information in their deepest memory. Sturgill
therefore noted, "If you haven't learned the material by 10 p.m., you're not going to learn it between tne time of 11 p.m. ana 4 a.m."
Although making, good grades is vital, Sturgill
said it is important to oalance time spent at Longwood between academia and social life in ordpr
to not miss out on any fun. For those who still
need help in their subjects, she recommended
utilizing the free resources located on campus.
Sturgill said she and students are in the Learning
Center, so individuals can get help when needed,
"We offer tutoring, writing sessions, and other
services," that can aid anyone in bettering their
future.
Sturgill noted that the Learning Center's resources are available to anyone from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. throughout the week. Those interested can
read more about these options at Longwood's
Learning Center website http://www.longwood.eau/learning/.
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While They're At War: Military Wife and Author Speaks at LU
CHRIS TOBEY

Rotunda Reporter
I t is not an everyday occurrence that Wygal's
Molnar Recital Hall entertains a packed house,
particularly for a non-music related event. On
Thurs., Oct. 21, however, the American Democracy Project, the Cormier Honors College for Citizen Scholars, and the Lonawood Student
Veterans welcomed Kristin Henderson, who
spoke to what turned into a sitanding-room only
audience.
Henderson is a writer for The Washington Post
Magazine, as well as the author of multiple books
on me struggle of military families to cope with
multiple combat deployments. Thursday night
she presented some of the concepts outlineain
her most recent book, "While They re at War: The
True Story of American Families on the Homefront."
"Most Americans have a very limited grasp
about what it means to go to war, and even fewer
understand how it can affect the loved ones who
stay behind," Henderson expressed as she introduced herself to an audience of students, faculty
and numerous community members. "A deployment is like a mountain. No matter how many
mountains you climb, each one is different; each
one's a huge challenge.
Henderson, the wife of a Navy chaplain, has

some extensive experience with deployments to
add to her exhaustive research and interviews she
conducted for her book. Her husband has been
on many deployments, two of which were to a
combat zone. She used her experiences, as well as
interviews with multiple military wives who
struggled with anticipatory grief during their
husband's tour of duty.
In the presentation, she expressed the struggles
and stresses the service member and their families experience before, during, and after a deployment, and explained the symptoms of
anticipatory grief. The symptoms include difficulty concentrating, restlessness, changes in appetite, headaches, shortness of breath, insomnia
and in extreme cases even drug abuse and suicidal tendencies. She experienced some of these
symptoms during her husband's tour but wasn't
aware of their implications at the time.
She said writing the book was helpful for her to
cope with the experience.
"It was educational and therapeutic," she said of
writing the book. "After going through multiple
deployments I felt like I Knew everything but I
was shocked to learn that what I had experienced
was anticipatory grief. I also had no idea how
many programs were available to home-front
families."
Henderson expressed how lucky she felt to be
able to work on the book because it opened her

SEXfttCfTY
Ville

TARA CARR

Rotunda Reporter
S o this weekend I went
on a Singles Retreat and it
really gave me some perspective about life as a single woman. And I had to ask
myself ... Do You Really
Want a Relationship?
Sometimes, when it
seems like all of your A D V I C E C O L U M N
friends are coupled up, engaged, or married, you find
yourself wondering, "Why
can't I have that" or "Why can't I find someone?" But in all actuality, you may not have
someone, because you may not be ready for a
relationship! You have to assess your single self
and make sure you are really ready before you
ask for a mate or sometimes even a date!
One of the most important things to do before
you even worry about being in a relationship is
to enjoy your time being single! We spend so
much time searching for the next relationship
that we forget to appreciate being alone. Once
you find the one person you know you want to
spend the rest of your life with, well, you have
tne rest of your life to be with them! But while
you are single, it's so important to enjov being
single. You need to enjoy not having to be supportive and always having to be there for someone else. Enjoy being able to pick up and go
when you want to. Enjoy your time with your
friends. Enjoy living your life unattached to another person.
The second thing to do is somewhat similar to
the first, but you have to get to know yourself.
You have to know and fully understand what it
means to be one before you become two. Too
often women go straight from their father's
house to their husband's house, from raising
their younger siblings to raising their own chil-

dren, without taking time to be on their own. If
you never have a chance to live life on your own
and make your own rules, you will never really
know what you like or who you are even. Take
this opportunity, as a single person, to date
yourself. Treat yourself to dinner and a movie,
or something that really makes you happy. Dating yourself will reassure you that you don't
need:I someone else to provide happiness or io
for you. It's nice when someone is in your life
and makes you happy, but you have to learn
yourself.
;nt with
how to be content
-lyo—
The most important thing to do before you
even think about pairing up with another person is to prepare for your future. We all walk
around with these mental checklists of what
type of man or woman we want, but do we ever
stop to think about their checklist? Are you the
type of person someone would want to marry?
Tall, dark, and handsome. Funny, smart, and
kind. Passionate, open-minded, and a good
cook. Become the type of husband or wife
someone would want. Make a list of all of the
things you want in a relationship and then make
sure you can check off those things for yourself.
You should work on gaining some life skills in
the meantime too. Learn how to balance: your
checkbook and manage your finances. Have
your own apartment for a while and know what
it means to pay rent and utilities. Be able to
bring something to the table when the time
comes.
Even though it's difficult being single, don't
envy those in a relationship, because your time
will come! So the next time you see your Facebook friend's relationship status change, don't
feel bad about yourself, just realize that it is not
ram: time yet. Being in a relationship requires a
lot of time and effort, and you just may not be
ready for everything that means yet. In the
meantime, become tne best "you" that you can
be and accomplish some of your goals before
you become a we."

I

up to many other women who had experiences
similar to what she had gone through. She used
many examples from her book of wives and military family members who actually feel like they
benefited from the deployments.
"It can be a good thing. For many it's a time for
personal growth. Family members can be challenged tolearn new skills, refocus and take stock
in their lives." She said, "I am glad I went through
it. I am sympathetic for those who are separated
now but I hope they get the same growth out of
their separation I did.
Too many don't get the same positive growth
from it and see feels like it is our job as a country
to try to recognize their struggle and support
them as they go through their combat separation.
"I feel like the solution starts right here at events
like this," she charged the audience. "We need to
bring the military and civilian communities together. In a country where civilians send the military to war we cannot have a disconnection
between those two groups. They need to understand the request they are asking of the military
families when they asK them to deploy or they are
making that decision with incomplete information.
With her book for sale, free handouts about anticipatory grief, and the effort of an attentive audience; the participants left with a better
understanding of wnat service members and

5 Ways to Support the Troops
1. Thank them for their sacrifice
2. Leave opinions about the war out
of conversations with them, especially, immediately before, during,
or after a deployment.
3. Donate to an organization that
supports them ana their families.
4. Give them a break by inviting
them to dinner, a book group or offering to babysit for a weekend.
5. Stay engaged! Learn about what
sacrifices tney endure and make
sure they're taken care of and get
the support that they need.
their families go through during a combat deployment. They also learned what they can do to
help.
Henderson's goal was to raise awareness and encourage everyone to "imagine [themselves] for a
moment in military family member's shoes."

Halloween Movie Marathon
KATIE REILLY

FRIDAY 29TH:

A&E Editor

The Mask- 7:30/6:30c
When Stanley Ipkiss (Jim Carrey) discovers a mask, his life as a push-over drastically changes as he discovers a powerful being
behind the mask. But what, in tne end, will he
choose to become: the man in the mask or the
nice man he was?

A B C Family is hosting a string of movies in celebration of Halloween. Tune in every night for
some scary classics.
WEDNESDAY 27TH:

Corpse Bride- 7/6c
Victor (Johnny Depp) accidentally
vives a corpse bride (Helena Bonh
Carter) after placing a ring on a "twic." He is
whisked away into the land of the dead, aland that
he may never be able to leave...
The Haunted Mansion- 9/8c

SATURDAY 30TH:

TMNT-12/1 lc
_>r_ The well-known story ofTeenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles comes to life on the big screen, starring actors Nolan North, James Taylor, Mitchell
Whitfield, and Mikey Kelley as they battle the
world's evils.
Hocus Pocus-8/7c &10/9c
When Max Dennison (Omri Katz) messes with
dark magic on Halloween night, it comes back to
haunt him. In order to save innocent people from
malevolent witches, he will have to come up with
an infallible plan.
Sunday 31st:
The Mask-3/2c
Practical Magic- 5:30/4:30c
Sandra Bullock and Nicole Kidman find themselves tangled in a web of dark romance when they
attempt to use their hereditary magical powers to
influence love.
Johnny Depp stars in thefilm"Corpse Bride."
Van Helsing-8/7c
The story of the famous monster slayer Van
Jim Evers (Eddie Murphy) and his wife Sara (Mar- Helsing (Hugh Jackman) is retold as he fights the
sha Thomason) accept an invitation to Gracey famous Count Dracula in order to rid the town of
Manor, but all is not as it seems. As the secrets of Carpathia of evil.
the mansion are slowly revealed, Jim discovers
that his vacation has become a nightmare.
K

THURSDAY 2 8 T H :

The Haunted Mansion- 7/6c
The Spiderwick Chronicles- 9/8c
When Jared and Simon (Freddie Highmore) and
their sister Mallory (Sarah Bolger) move into their
great, great uncle's house, strange things begin to
occur. Litde do they know that the manor nas a
secret that contains both magical creatures and
unSjifcSkable evils.
"The Spiderwick Chronicles" premieres Thursday.
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Taylor Swift 'Speaks Now' to Past Loves and Kanye West
MICHELLE
MOODHE

Layout Editor

W htiether
e
you are her
oiggest fan or
her harshest
critic, there is
no doubt that
Taylor Swift has
left her mark in
music
history.
She has become the
spokesperson for a
generation of hopeless
romantics, girls who
have fallen faster than
their feet can hit the
ground, and the brokenhearted. She is nothing but
true and honest with her lyrics,
and only writes from personal experience. And for this reason she has
earned the respect of fans all around
the world Ten million records and 30
million downloads later Taylor Swift
debuts her junior album titled "Speak
Now" on Oct 25. This album features
14 new tracks each written by Swift
herself, all acting as confessional narratives of her chances at love, heartache
and life.
Taylor Swift's previous sophomore
album "Fearless" went 6X platinum in
the United States, selling 592,000
copies its first release week. Some critics expect her latest album to sell one
million copies its first, a difficult feat to
achieve, last done by Lil' Wayne with
his album "Tha Carter III."
"Speak Now" is probably the most
different out of her two other albums.
The album "Fearless" is what some
may say have the "classic Taylor Swift"

feel
to it,
meaning, sones
of fairytale
love, ana in
contrast songs of
boys who run, leave
and cheat. Swift is
known for pouring all
her feeling out in song
lyrics, and is not afraid to
drop someone's name.
But in "Speak Now" Swift
does not hold back whatsoever, singing
about former love interests, 'Twilight's
Taylor Lautner ("Back to December"),
the heartbreak kid Joe Jonas ("Better
than Revenge"), the suave John Mayer
("Dear John ), and of course the infamous Kanye West ("Innocent").
Swift has released a new singlejoff the
album for the past three weeks. "Mine"
was the first single release in August
when an illegal version was leaked on
the Internet. "Mine" became one of
the "classic Taylor Swift" songs, with a
tune similar to heijjrevious hit "You
Belong with Me." This single is about
star-crossed^ lovers who meet in a

diner, one who is described as a "careless man's careful daughter" and the
other as a rebel. This song cracked
through the number one slot on
iTunes within six hours of its release, a great way to kick off the
new album.
In this album Swift starts to exher "sound" by mixing up
up a bit. If I had to describe
the tone of this CD, it is a mix of rock,
twang country, pop, folk, and soft rock.
The second release and album title
song "Speak Now" reminds me of a
Colbie Caillat song mixed with jukebox backup singers. It's a much higher
pitched song than Swift is accustomed
to, but it has a refreshing beat to it Another song, one of my favorites, .titled
"Haunted? begins with quick, jagged
violin strokes, creating a darker at- ;
mosphere, sounding incredibly similar'
to a song the band Evanescence
might record I have never heard a
Taylor Swift song like this before,
but surprisingly I love it
Even though some have labeled
Taylor as the "All-American Girl,"
this has not protected her when it
comes to harsh criticism. Cue in
her single "Mean." This song is has
an old Western, banjo-picking
melody that will keep your foot
tapping along with the beat. During an interview with E!, Swift
said, "There's constructive criticism, there's professional criticism
— and then there's just being
mean. And there's a line that you
cross when you just start to attack
everything about a person." The
cover for mis single nas Swift tied
up to train tracks like a damsel in
distress out in the Wild West, with
an anonymous mustachioed vil-

lain. Aside from the music, the art- you did." This seems to be the hurt side
work included in the album is nothing of Taylor, one obviously seeking rebut eye-catching. Each single has a venge.
Overall, I definitely recommend purphoto that tells a story, with her bandchasing
this album; it is filled with
mates taking on the roles of different
many
stories
behind the songs that
characters. We see her lead guitarist
playing the groom in the single cover make for an interesting experience.
for "Speak Now," as her violinist sits in This album offers a variety of different
the crowd as a worried wedding guest. sounds, and ties in several different
The most brutally honest lyrics Ihave genres. Country lovers, pop, and even
ever heard from Taylor come out in soft rock fans can enjoy the music.
her Paramore-like song "Better than Only time will tell if Taylor Swift has,
yet again, proven her 20Revenge." The opening fine to this
year-old self to a world full
song is direct, unrestricted and jaw^S,:
v of ruthless critics and
dropping which left me thinking,
I devoted fans.
"Whoa, did she really just say
that?" This song is commentary
on Camilla Belle, the
"other woman" who stole Joe
Jonas from Swift. The song begins "Now go stand in a
and think about what
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Singer Darius Rucker is in a 'Southern State of Mind'

trtesy: oountrymuiicrocks.net

REBECCA LUNDBERG

to Live" with the equally impressive record
"Charleston, SC 1966, is simply returning to his
V f h e n some artists make the switch from roots.
Rucker, the first African-American country
recording rock or pop tracks to country-western
artist
to earn a spot on the country charts since
music, it means their career is dwindling (i.e., JesCharley
Pride, was the lead singer of popular rock
sica Simpson and Jewel), and they are under the
impression that the genre will bring them back to band Hootie & the Blowfish for nearly 22 years,
stardom. But Darius Rucker, who is back after re- but he believes his future is in country music. As
leasing his 2008 platinum country album "Learn indicated by the title of his sophomore effort, he
was born and raised in South Carolina, where he

Asst. Copy Editor

has fond memories of being brought up in a typical Southern fashion. "Charleston, SC 1996" reflects not only his Southern upbringing, but his
reaction to his newfound fame as a country artist.
The record is pure country music, nicely accompanied by Rucker's rich vocals, traditional
country instruments, and inspiring lyrics. The
record's opening track, "This, is the strongest
song of Ae entire album. It is a grateful tune,
where Rucker expresses how content he is with
his life, mistakes and all. While the theme of
"This" is similar to that of his wildly popular single "Alright" from his first album, its lyrics are different enough to where the track still stands out
on its own.
"Come Back Song," the first released single of
the album, is catchy and sincere. It is a little repetitive after being played on the radio so often before the albums release, but its charm still
remains. While "come back" songs are nothing
new, Rucker's lyrics are honest without being
overly sappy and give the song a unique spin.
The album has a variety of songs as opposed to
the plethora of love songs that many artists release as a record "Southern State of Mind" is a
stand-out track that expresses Rucker's love for
the Southern way of living. "No matter what state
I'm in, I'm in a Southern state of mind," Rucker
declares, informing people from other parts of
the country who don't understand his lifestyle.
The song will strike a familiar chord with anyone
who appreciates the way life is in the South.
"We All Fall Down" is a sad and slow song that
differs from the rest of the tracks. It is a song

heavy with emotion and acknowledgement that
even the most successful people go through
rough patches during their lifetime. The song
may vary from the rest in regards to its pace and
tone, but it has the same hopeful spirit as the rest
of Rucker's songs.
"I Don't Care, Rucker's duet with Brad Paisley,
is a fun song that is less heavy than the other
songs on the album. It is more of a typical country song, bragging of the carelessness of going out
for beers at questionable hours and hook-ups

"The album has a variety of
songs as opposed to the
plethora of love songs that
many artists release as a
record."
with random women.
"In A Big Way," the final track on the album, is
a bit more wholesome and praises a Mayberry
way of life.
While many artists have difficultyhving up to
their first album with their second, "Charleston,
SC 1966" exceeded my expectations. Rucker had
no problem producing strong, varied tracks,
while still remaining true to his music. Rucker
chose correctly when he pursued a careeMn
country music, and if "Charleston, SC 1966" is
any indication, he will have a long and thriving
career in the genre.

The Cosmical and Comedie Derek Hughes at Longwood
JACOB BIGGS

Asst. A&E Editor
O n Fri, Oct. 22, a simultaneously
hysterical and astounding entertainer
came to Longwood University. Derek
Hughes performed his magical comedy routine for a small group of students, leaving the audience with mixed
feelings of awe and merriment.
Whichever reaction predominated,
Hughes delivered a captivating performance. With his prodigious talent,
it is wondrous that tne Lankford Student Union Ballroom was not filled to
the brim.
Hughes grew up in Minnesota and,
in his words, "When you grow up in
Minnesota, you move away He had to
find some way to disband the monotony of small-town life, so he poured
himself into magic. At the age of ten,
he traded his chemistry set for a magic
kit Instead of becoming briefly interested in magic and quickly moving on,
as many children do, Hushes stuck
with his commitment He nad plenty
of opportunities to practice due to an

open heart surgery that kept him out
of school for five months. His fascination with magic in childhood laid the
foundation for his career.
When he was 12, Hughes saw the
magician Doug Henning perform live.
Henning, David Copperfield's main
competition during tne 1970s, invited
Hugnes on stage to participate in a
trick. Hughes, already fancying himself
a magician, was further encouraged by
the experience to continue his pursuit
of magic. He later studied acting at The
University of Minnesota, and numor
continues to play a large role in his
routine. He has been featured on MTV,
VH1, and lifetime Television since he
began performing.
Hughes seamlessly incorporates
comedy into his performance, combining stand-up with perplexing magic
tricks. He began on Friday by comparing magic to sex: "It's our first time together! want to please you, and you
want to be pleased. But I m afraid that
if you don t like me, you'll fake it."
Hughes sometimes went on comedic
tangents, once suggesting that the PIL-

rims used turkey as a date-rape drug
ecause it contains Tryptophan: "You
wake up with your nat unbuckled,
you're covered in cranberry sauce, and
all you can say is 'How?m He demonstrates his acting background through
humor and improvisation, and each of
hisjokes left the audience in stitches.
Tne comedy is certainly not meant to
distract from the quality of magic.
Hughes is also a talented and practiced
magician. He displayed his "extra sensory perception" bv reading the minds
of audience members. Asking three
different individuals to think of a city,
a name, and a noun respectively,
Hughes discerned and documented
their thoughts before they announced
them to tne audience. In every case,
what he wrote matched what they were
thinking. His favorite trick involves
tearing a copy of The Farmville Herald
into multiple pieces and magically reassembling tnem. With a wondrous
display of slight of hand, he turned 50
individual shreds into the entire newspaper they once were.
Derek Hughes' comedic talent is as

t

undeniable as his magical
techniques are indiscernible.
His captivating act is a fusion
between the best of the magical and comedic worlds.
Visit derekhughes.com to
watch clips from his performances and experience nis
unique brand of
comedy.
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The Elusive
Nature of Music
JACOB BIGGS

Asst. A&E Editor
W h a t makes music
so special? Being obsessed with music myself, I have often
pondered why people
find it appealing.
Rather than taking my
comforts for granted, I
endeavor to understand the nature of
A&E
what I enjoy, but the
COLUMN
true allure of music
continually
eludes
me.
•„
There are obvious answers, of course.
Music complements our existing moods.
Music helps us preserve memories. Music
provides an escape route from reality, even
if only for a short time. Music is fun. Although these are some core aspects of musical appeal, they merely scratch the surface of
musical potential. I think that music is powerful for reasons that go largely unnoticed.
I differentiate between appeal and potential
because not all forms of music function similarly. Any song can exhibit the qualities
mentioned above, but few fulfill music's true
potential. It is like a needle in a haystack We
nave to search for the musical gems. At its
best, music does much more than simply enhance our emotions; Music is thought-provoking and challenges the values of listeners.
It permeates throughout pop culture. Finding the musical gems, those that encourage
thoughtful interaction from listeners, is a
more difficult task.
As Americans, we have always idolized our
musicians. We treat them as voices of the
people, as many of them have been. Classic
musicians such as The Beades and Bob
Dylan are still revered for their ability to
voice generational concerns and ask the
hard-hitting ouestions. Take these lines from
The Beades Revolution 1" into consideration: "You tell me that it's evolution, well, you
know, we all want to change the world. But
when you talk about destruction, don't you
know that you can count me out?" This song
implores listeners to reevaluate their methods for staging a revolution. It degrades violence, asserting that it inhibits progress
rather than promoting it. Socially-relevant
songs such as "Revolution 1" fulfill the progressive nature of music. It scares me to
tnink that today's music encourages listeners to "Just Dance" instead of questioning the
world around them.
All types of music have a place in today's
culture, but some are more likely to endure
than others. Despite the current prevalence
of generic artists, meaningful music did not
die with The Beades and their peers. Many
thought-provoking artists still exist in the
contemporary world, and they are not always obscure. For example, Less Than Jake,
a popular punk/ska bana, encourages listeners to examine their social habits in the song
"Plastic Cup Politics." The song suggests that
people use alcohol to suspend their insecurities, which only provides them with false
happiness: "drop your plastic cups and clear
your clouded heads." Less Than Jake's music
speaks to the younger demographic of contemporary culture and challenges listeners
to understand their own values. We have no
way of knowing what will be considered
classic music in the future, but such socially
relevant songs are likely to win the contest of
longevity.
Another reason that we gravitate towards
music is because, like film and literature, it
allows us to experience experiences that are
not our own. This both affirms and challenges the escapist perception of music.
Music can serve this purpose by allowing listeners to forget reality for a while. However,
people also use music to further embrace the
world around them, completely contradicting the idea of escapism. Continually listening to a Taylor Swift love song may prompt
listeners to subconsciously yearn for a relationship. Jamming to Anti-Flag's politically
critical music may complement anti-government values. People define themselves
and others by the music they listen to. By
partaking in the experiences conveyed
through music, we create personal significance and reinforce our own values.
At its best, music allows for unified diversity: Listeners are dispersed in their different interpretations of a song, but are unified
in their pursuit of that interpretation. By assigning individual values and experiences to
songs, we derive personal meaning from
them. However, we can also relish in the social aspect of music by sharing our passion
with others. Listeners get the best of both
worlds, because music has both personal
and social relevance. Diversity of interpretation is a primary aspect of what makes music
so enjoyable. It does not exist within a vacuum, but rather invites listeners to incorporate their own experiences in order to
generate significance. Music brings people
together without demanding a universal
perspective, and that is why it has such great
appeal.

Second Installment of Taranormal Activity*
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
A r r i v i n g in the wake of its hit predecessor, "Paranormal Activity 2" is a
film that in many ways imitates a previous scare-tactic, yet expands on the
first fUm's ideas. While delving into stale tropes and lacking some of the subdety and homegrown charm of "Paranormal Activity," the sequel still manages to live up to horror film standards and satisfy its audience.
The film is centered around the nuclear family of Kristi, Dan, and Ali Rey;
their nanny Martine; the newborn Hunter; and their German shepherd
Abby. Her sister Katie Featherston, of the first film, and a pre-mortem Micah
Sloat visit Kristi soon after delivery. Around this time, things start to go
bump in the night and often in the day. Martine, noticing the telltale signs
of bad juju, lights incense and begins to ward off the "devu spirit.
In an unexpected rash of paranoid xenophobia, the reasonably playful husband Dan kicks her out for doing "witchy stuff. Predictably things get a lot
worse, prompting the return of Martine to exercise the spirit. For a while
things get better and Katie visits once again to report that the events of the
first film have started with her and Micah. Some days later, she returns in all
her possessed glory to take no prisoners and get wnat she/the spirit wants.
In Paranormal Activity 2," there is an effective use, even amplification, of
the techniques incorporated in the first film but with a little bit more flash.
On top of that, theres a cause now: the creature, identified as a demon, is
after tneir first-born male. The audience shouldn't worry though, since it is
projected better than most might hope. However, the idea is not completely
seamless, and though the wife and daughter are leagues ahead of their husband in awareness, the ones really on top of it are Martine and the dog. It
should be said that both of them don't deserve what they get.
The film is littered with what Roger Ebert called "gotcha moments" but
these operate more as self-inflicted comedy to prepare the audience for when
$#%+ gets real. Though these moments are likewise delightful, an observer
is sometime caught up in the methods of the spirit ana what that means
about what it is.
In both films, the creature is called a demon, yet its actions leave the observer unconvinced. Denying the theory that a main character and the
demon are one and the same, mere is some evidence to suggest that the crea-
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In "Paranormal Activity 2" the dog seems to be the only one sensing a demon.
ture is a goblin or any number of household spirits gone bad.
One would have to be the explanation of "Paranormal Activity's" poltergeist issues having a resemblance to Rumpelstiltskin. In the classic tale, a
young woman barters what is essentially wealth and supernatural ability for
ner first-born. Though there is, thankfiilly, no name to be found for the
spirit, there is the idea that Rumpelstilskin comes from a line of goblins that
operate by rattling objects, making loud noises, and moving household
items.
This is how the entity operates in both films and, though persistent like a
demon, the creature seems to shuffle. It plays tricks, scares, messes around
with small household items, and then, when ignored, becomes dangerous.
The act of it making the dog lame is also an attribute of North European
sprites called brownies, hobbs, and boggarts. All of these creatures are mated
to household gods of European lore. This personal connection may also explain the pattern of possessions in both films.
All said, the working theory is that Kristi and Katie's ancestor bamboozled
their family spirit, never returning on the male child, and the third or fourth
generation gets screwed. However, there could always be a simpler explanation, and the reader is more than invited to say what they think

Thank Goodness He is The Last Airbender
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This summer's "The Last Airbender" does not live up to the anticipated hype.
MATT ORBEN

Photo Editor
T h i s past summer The Last Airbender premiered. Now, if you are
not familiar, I will provide some
background information. First of all,
the movie is based off an animated
show on Nickelodeon. The show is,
in fact, very good and has garnered
many fans of different age groups.
The plot of the show is roughly me
same as the movie. Let's start with

the TV show: It was about a war
among the four nations of the world.
The nations include the Earth Kingdom, the Air Nomads, the Water
Tribe, and the Fire Nation. Now, in
this world, some people are able to
control one of these elements. There
are called benders. Earth benders
control earth, water benders control
water, etc, etc. Now, there is always a
special person called the Avatar. This
person is able to master all four elements and is responsible for the bal-

ance of the world. There is only ever
one Avatar at a time and when they
die, they are reborn into the next element in the cycle. The world had always been at peace and its people
were harmonious amongst each
other, until one day the Fire Nation
attacked the other nations and declared war. This would have been the
time for the Avatar to step in, but
they soon realize he had vanished!
So fast-forward 100 years. In the
Southern Water Tribe at the South
Pole, a young water-bender named
Katara, played by Nicola Peltz, is
hunting with her brother, Sokka,
played by Jackson Rathbone. While
they are hunting, they discover a
young boy, played by Noah Ringer,
frozen in an iceberg. He frees himself and the gang learns soon after
that his name is Aang and he is in
fact the missing Avatar. They realize
he must learn to master the other elements if is he is to defeat the Fire
Nation and restore balance to the
world.
That sounds like a pretty cool idea
for a movie. Unfortunately, that is
not what was delivered. Not sure
whether to blame M. Night Shyamalan or the writers or whoever, but
they took an amazing TV show and
just ruined it. There were so many

things wrong. The acting alone was
pretty bad. Ringer was not a good
choice for the lead. He seemed too
nervous the whole time. Rathbone
made Sokka too serious when he
was supposed to be the comic relief.
Dev Patel, who played the Fire Nation prince hunting the Avatar, was
not very believable. Shaun Toub,
who played the prince's uncle, was
supposed to be more wise and lighthearted than a grumpy old man. Another thing was that certain parts of
the story were changed or left out.
Now, I know you can only fit so
much into one movie with a whole
season's worth of material, but there
were some scenes that needed to be
there. The worse diing of all was the
expectations. This was a kind of
movie literally made for the fans of
the show. I feel that people who had
not seen the TV show would be as
interested. And on top of it, it was a
total bomb! It's so rough to love
something so much and then it just
does not deliver. I feel like a parent
who is disappointed in their child. I
really went in wanting to like this
movie even though I had heard bad
things, but it just could not be done.
Ultimately, it was a huge disappointment.

Sunchase: The Struggle with 3-D
THOMAS FLIPPEN

Rotunda Reporter
A s films are poised for a 3-D format takeover,
many movie theaters are left without the new
equipment. Farmville's own Sunchase Cinema 8 is
one of the theaters that lack the technology to show
these films. General Manager Donald Ownby said,
"The cost for these things are prohibitably expensive for us right now, it's just not something we're
able to do."
The transition to this format entails more than
just buying a special type of film and those awesome glasses. Ownby said, "What you have to do
in order to have digital 3-D is you have to swap out
the projector, put a new projector in and new
screens up." Even in a theater that was built and
opened between 2005 and 2006, it is a challenge to
upgrade to the new format.
There are several different companies that theater managers can choose from for the switch in
format. According to Dolby Digital's website, they
offer a full system conversion with screens, projectors, and reusable glasses. Dolby also requires no
licensing fee for tneaters. Oculus 3-D, a newer
company in the field, claims that their conversions
cost anywhere from $20,000- $25,000 per
screen/projector setup. For an eight-auditorium
theater like Sunchase, that means at least $160,000
in conversion fees.
Not only does the conversion cost the movie the-

ater's management themselves, it also affects the
pockets of movie-goers. Ownby said, "The cost is
higher, ticket prices have to be higher because there
is a surcharge for digital 3-D's pictures." Ownby
added, "There's not only the cost of putting in the
projector, but you have to pay an annual licensing
fee for having the 3-D capability on top of that."
The National Association of Theater Owners'
(NATO) website states a theater can expect a maintenance fee of anywhere from $1,000-$2,000 per
auditorium per year. NATO's webpage also says
that the total digital costs, including licensing and
maintenance, per auditorium can be $5,000$10,000 per year. This has caused ticket prices to
raise some with NATO records showing $1.11 increase from 2000-2009. The average ticket cost in
2009 was $7.50.
Ownby also said business is going to be detracted
because of the lack of 3-D films. Even though the
theater doesn't feature 3-D films, it still shows the
2-D versions of the films. In regards to film companies producing only 3-D compatible movies,
Ownby said, "They'd be limiting themselves pretty
well on how many screens theyd have available to
play their pictures."
Ownby added, "Across the country there is probably 10-15 percent of screens that nave been converted to 3-D." With this small amount of theaters
having 3-D, the 2-D version is essential for film
companies to distribute their products. According
to IMAX, a major player in the 3-D game, there are

only eight theaters in Virginia that use their products.
Still, Ownby finds some business is lost. "We have
people that call pretty regularly and ask if we have
so and so movie in 3-D ... Some people, you can
make them understand why and some people just,
I guess they don't care one way or another; if you
don't have it you don't have it" Sunchase does try to
gain business back by offering a dollar off for military and student ID holders during the evening
showings, as well as providing the traditional discounted matinee showings that are available to
everyone.1
On Longwood's campus, the issue brings varying
opinions. Junior Nick Reynolds said, "I'm not goiiw
to be mad at them because they don't have 3-D
movies, but it would be nice if they did." Junior
Kramer Anderson disagreed, "The visual effects are
just an excuse not to develop a good story."
Even though the equipment is expensive, Ownby
has not ruled out the 3-D format. *x)own the roaa,
maybe, we'll start the transition from regular film
to tne ... digital format."
The way films have started to consistently be released in a 3-D format may force Sunchase to
switch over, but for now the theater is holding its
own by offering its traditional film format. Farmville is a small town, and the transition into the
new technologies is not something that will come
about quickly; it will take time ana money.
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'Grey's Anatomy* Review - Almost Grown
SHELBY JENNETTE

Rotunda Reporter
W e l l , the attending surgeons finally
get their wish. Meredith, Christina,
Alex, April and Jackson strut the navy
blue scrubs around Seattle Grace, but
little do they know that this wish only
lasts for one day. Everyone is excited
about attendings for the day - save
Christina, who is still moping around
not caring. Poor little Lexie gets left
out of the excitement, but not by
choice. It is because she is only a lowly
third-year resident.
Meanwhile, the chief announces a
challenge for the actual attendings;
Teddy, Mark, Arizona, Callie, Derek,
Bailey and Owen. A $1 million dollar
grant? I think so! Where will it be
spent? Well that's the challenge. Each
attending must give a presentation
stating how they would use the money.
Teddy wants the money because Cardio is where the hospital's prestige is but she gets sidetracked (like always)
and starts bashing Nuero. Mark wants
to create better burn and cosmetic surgery units - but he ruins his shot by
telling the chief that his sexual dry spell
gives him a lot of untapped energy.

Arizona begs to upgrade Pediatrics but she destroys ner presentation by
going on a rant about how everyone
expected her to cry in front of the chief
(Callie even threw in a package of tissues to help). Callie wants to research
xenographs - but her attempt is sabotagedby her own feelings ofinferiority
to Arizona. Derek wants to start a clinical trial to find the cure for
Alzheimer's - but really, he's just worried about losing Meredith to the same
disease that took her mother. Bailey
wants to fix broken surgical equipment
and to hire a night nurse - but Richard
accuses her of not thinking outside of
the box Owen wishes to institute disaster training for the whole staff and
mentions how such training could
have saved lives on the day of the
shootings (specifically Charles Presley). To Richards surprise, he has no
argument and awards Owen with the
prize.
Let's talk about the patients of this
week. One patient is a case you don't
see very often; Seth, 13-year-old kid
with man boobs. Problem is, he is
super skinny and they are really noticeable. Alex is put on this case and
supports Seth's decision for plastic sur-

gery. Seth's mother, however, thinks
mat he is too young for plastic surgery
and tries to convince her son to back
out of the surgery. Seth argues back
and Alex takes up for Seth and expresses to Seth's mother about the psychological trauma that he will face
from bullies at school. Obviously, this
mom is oblivious to how vicious
teenagers are in high school; she has no
clue me humility that he will have to
endure. In the end, the mother finally
consents to surgery and Alex successfully removes the Dreasts. The corniest moment of the show happens when
Seth tells Alex, "You're the man," and
Alex says, "No, you're the man." Oh
hoy
The next patient is an older woman
with fluid in her brain. Her partner is
very cautious about Meredith and
Jackson performing the surgery but to
her dismay, Derek reassures her to not
be afraid Meredith and Jackson still
have to compete to get the surgery in
Derek's eyes though. He sends both of
them into the lab to practice cutting
into eggshell without disrupting the
membrane inside. Jackson psyches
Meredith out and pretends to struggle
immensely with the task but in the

end, Jackson whoops Meredith. "You
conned me!" Meredith protests. When
the real surgery comes along Jackson
bombs the surgery and DereK steps in
and saves the day.
The next patient is a girl named Meg,
the chick recovering from knee surgery
that is hesitant about Lexie when she
walks in the room. Lexie reassures the
woman of her experience and responsibility by stating her medical chart
verbatim. (Way to use that photographic memory, girl!) Of course when
the patient starts having issues, she
freaks, and pages Derek. Derek is in
surgery with the older woman at the
time, so he sends Meredith. Meredith
rushes the patient into surgery and
performs emergency brain surgery to
stop a brain bleed caused by blood
thinners taken by the patient. When
Derek is finished with his surgery he
comes to check on Meredith and her
progress but, oh no, Meredith is rockin'
it and tells Derek to back off. Derek
compliments her on her work and
Meredith looks pretty darn satisfied.
The last patient on the episode is a
guy named Roy with messed-up lungs
who's hoping to be added to the transplant waiting list. Since Christina and

April are now "attending surgeons,"
Teddy makes them decide if Roy is a .
candidate or not. However, much to
the frustration of Teddy and April,
Christina is of absolutely no help whatsoever saying, "I don't know" like it's
the only phrase she knows. Even
though April and Teddy think that Roy
won't make the cut for the transplant
list, Christina finally steps up to the
plate and hits a homerun for Roy,
telling the panel that there are mitigating factors. The panel votes in
Christina's favor, and Roy is added to
the transplant list. Teddy is surprised
and congratulates Christina on being a
doctor mat day. Seeing at least some
hope in Christina provides a huge relief for all watchers.
The last scene, and probably the most
important of them all, is when Meredith and Derek arrive home and Meredith it searching for her keys when
Derek realizes they are already in her
hand. Could this be the beginning
stage of Alzheimer's? I guess we'll have
to wait and see on the following
episodes to come!
Be sure to tune into Grey's Anatomy,
Thursdays on ABC at 9 p.m.

The 'Sunny' Side of Farmville: Mrs. Mac & Mrs. Kelly
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
Y o u have to love the seemingly effortless, yet
uniquely formatted, opening scenes for an
episode of Sunny. The introductions spell-out exactly how thè episode will devolve to some offensive conclusion, as in this week's show: "Mac's
Mom Burns Her House Down." It was inevitable.
Between watching TV, grunting, and sucking
down cig after cig, this woman barely has time to
take in air with afi.the smoke and nicotine being
ingested. We probably expected Mrs. Mac to
eventually pass out with a cigarette lit in-hand,
but we did not anticipate the events that followed.
Previous episodes nave provided us with some
insight into the parents of the gang, but this
episode truly highlighted the defining characteristics of Mrs. Mac and Mrs. Kelly. We find out that
Mrs. Mac (note that we never find out Mac's last
name, so his mother is dubbed "Mrs. Mac") has
serious anger issues, which were thrust upon Mac
as a child, making her son the short-tempered
man he is today. It is also quite obvious now that
Charlie's crazy antics are undeniably rooted in his
mother's O.C.D. and unrealistic fear of, well,
pretty much anything.
Uncle Jack recently moved out of Mrs. Kelly's
apartment and Charlie's mother is now driving
him insane with her extreme, incessant question-

I Castle'

ing and paranoid behavior ("Are there spiders
here? Are there spiders there?"). Mac, on the
other hand, is looking to help his newly-homeless mother and invites her to move in with him
and Dennis. Dennis immediately denies this proposal and suggests that she move in with, who
else but, Mrs. Kelly. With that, the guys try to
force a "Golden Girls" inspired bond between the
ladies.
We are also introduced to Mac's family dog Poppins; the name generating from the fact that the
dog's eye falls out every once in a while. Don't
worry, though; you just have to pop it back in
with your knuckle and Poppins is cured, at least
until it pops out again.
Besides the fact tnat she hates smoke and thinks
Mrs. Mac smells bad, Mrs. Kelly is almost onboard with the idea until she discovers Poppins—
apparently she has a fear of dogs eating her face.
Mac just wants some recognition from his
mother and so decides to keep Poppins at his
place. Dennis, hating anything tnat is not himself,
rejects Mac's plan and takes the dog over to Dee's
apartment.
Meanwhile, Dee is on a mission to boost her immune system in order to stay healthy since she
and Artemus have backstage-pass tickets to see a
Josh Groban concert "in the park," Dee wants to
achieve an acclaimed "Grobenite" status and decides that lying around the apartment and relax-

ing is the most sensible way to reach this goal.
With all the attention aimed at the gang's parents, Frank realizes that his lack of compassion as
a parent might cause him to be a lonely old man.
He decides to help Dee "get well" by going tocher
apartment and waiting on her every need. "We
gotta take care of each other," he tells her.
Dennis, being the "fixer" of the episode, tells
Frank that his efforts to schmooze Dee will not
get him what he needs. Instead he suggests that
Frank "make her sick" and place her in an uncomfortable environment so that she actually
"needs him." The two end up hoarding Dee off to
Frank and Charlie's apartment and dosing her
with cough syrup.
When she awakens, she finds herself tied by
rope to Frank's bed with bed-bug bites on her
cheek, bruises on her face from sleepwalking, and
Poppins laying on her stomach.'Frank andDennis mink Poppins might be dead, but after throwing him in a trash can Mac and Charlie point out
that Poppins is still alive. "That dog j ^ t will not
die," Dennis exclaims. Needless to say, ™ee misses
her chance at meeting Groban, as Frank and
Dennis leave her tied up to the bed.
While Mac and Charlie continue to fail at forcing a Golden Girls-esque relationship between
their moms, Mrs. Kelly and Mrs. Mac find a remedy of their own: their shared hatred for Muslims.
As Charlie points out, "It's not really a Golden

Girls conversation; it's kind of like a racist conversation." But hey, whatever makes Mrs. Mac
happy and stops Charlie's mom from bothering
him is OK.
Contrary to most online critiques of the show,
I think this season of Sunny is hilarious. Ever
since the school has stopped providing this service to us, I instead watcn episodes online or on
demand and find the show to be more enjoyable
without constant commercial breaks—they seem
to sUce up the potential of each episode.
For those who don't already know, Sweet Dee is
pregnant—both in real Ufe and in the show. You
cam blame me for revealing this fact though since
next week's episode clearly states: "Who Got Dee
Pregnant?" Although her pregnancy is no longer
a secret, the mystery man has not yet been revealed. All I can hope is that she gives the baby to.
a more levelheaded, compassionate family rather
than using it as a means to her success like her
and the gang attempt to do in season three's opening episode: "The Gang Finds a Dumpster Baby."
What do you guys think? Will there be another
Ponderosa in the mix? Does Dee have a secret
boyfriend on the side? Watch this week's episode
(if you can) to find out what happens on FX,
Thursday at 10 p.m.

Review: 'Anatomy of a Murder' & '3XK'

LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor
T h i s week I bring you recaps of the last two episodes, since we
were behind a week due to Fall Break.
"Anatomy of a Murder" begins with a traditional Jewish funeral.
The pallbearers struggle to lift and carry the casket away. Suddenly,
they drop the casket and out tumbles the deceased man ... plus
an unknown woman! The first plot twist within the first minute
and a half of the show!
With a little digging, the team discovers the woman is Dr. Valerie
Monroe, a spirited employee of County Hospital. Cause of death:
A fatal air embolism, meaning someone with medical expertise
had injected an empty syringe mto her carotid artery and pumped
air in. Nothing seemed awry until her supervisor mentioned
something about a secret meeting she had with one of her nurses.
That nurse, Dr. Greg McClintock, was being scolded for being too
flirty with female residents. He had an alibi, saying Valerie left the
hospital with a mystery man, which security footage later confirmed. Who's the killer - Greg or the mystery man?
Neither, despite Castle and Beckett's theories. Another path led
them to a hotel suite where former drug lord Cesar Calderon was
residing with his son Miguel. Of course, the clever dialogue continues with Calderon after they come in, "A best-selling novelist
and a gorgeous detective come to pay me a visit... Why?"
The team immediately thought, since the mystery man was from
the attorney general's office and investigating a smuggling ring,
Calderon was their man. However, Calderon claimed Monroe was
his private physician due to his heart attack ... Was he telling the
truth? More digging, and suspicion, ensued.
That smuggling ring? It was prescription fraud through the hospital! This led back to Greg and his girlfriend Amy Porter, who
was serving 30 years to life in Bedford Hills Prison.
Then, major panic: Amy was admitted into County Hospital with
stroke-like symptoms, and during an MRI, was pronounced dead.
Was the last clue to Monroe's murder now gone?
Doctors don't go through seven years of medical school if they're
not smart, and Greg showed he certainly learned his stuff. His
anatomy skills paid off as he helped fake Amy's stroke and death,
and switched the body after reviving her with a sophisticated drug
cocktail before the team got on their trail. Greg and Amy were
eventually found innocent of Valerie's murder, and the Attorney
General agreed to review Amy's case due to major discrepancies
with evidence and the trial.
Everyone is happy at the end. Well, except for Miguel Calderon,
arrested for Valenes murder. Alexis is thrilled because she got her
coveted Taylor Swift tickets, and it was told it was a gift from both
Castle and Gina, his ex-wife. Castle and Gina made amends over

said tickets, and were even caught kissing!
After Amy and Greg's love story, Castle is talking with Martha.
She quips, When you come right down to it, would you be willing to break her out of prison? Because that, my boy, is true love."
At the end of the episode, Esposito and Castle are discussing
what would happen if they were, hypothetical!/, put in prison. Esposito,said he'd escape and leave Castle there, looking out for Numero Uno. Beckett breaks in and proclaimed, "Don't worry, Castle.
I'd get you out." Castle is left stunned, probably thinking back to
what Martha said So what will happen between Gina and Castle
and Beckett?
This week's episode, titled "3XK," featured a beautiful woman,
Linda Russo, strangled on the sidewalk. The medical examiner
found ligature marks identical to those of a woman found strangled four years prior. The precinct then comes to believe the
^Triple Killer," or "3XK" had returned.
As soon as they start digging into Linda's case, a second victim
had been found. Kim Foster was identically killed to Linda, but
otoCounny: castle
inside her apartment.
'Castle deals with murders (and his ex-wife) in this week's episode *3XK."
They find Linda was creeped out by a guy appearing to be a
cable repairman in an elevator four years prior. He creeped her
the next rooftop, which meant, "Gates is gone."
out so much that she got off a floor early and she reported it to a
By now, McArdle and Donna are missing, but Detective Ryan
tip line. The guy they were looking for was Marcus Gates, recently discovers a connection: McArdle and Gates were in a foster home
released from prison after four years. The team now believes Mar- together as brothers.
cus killed Linda after four years of waiting, now stalking his third
McArdle was discovered in the hospital, recovering from heart
victim.
surgery. Gates sent get-well flowers, so Beckett demands the whole
TTiey find information on Gates through a fellow inmate, Jerry. story, and Gates aslcs for McArdle's immunity. Gates finally conHe gives the name of a drinking place in the meat-packing dis- fessed to everything.
trict The team shows up and seconds later, they spot him and guns
Another plot twist Castle and Ryan go to see Jerry, packing for
drawn. I love how, through the melee of shouting, their bulletproof his early release. Castle notices Jerry doesn't ask about his girlvests all say "Police," in big bold white capital letters, but Castle's is friend Donna, only Gates. Castle puts the pieces together and once
exclusively "Writer."
he utters that Jerry is the Triple Killer, Jerry punches Ryan to the
They unfortunately have to cut Gates loose due to his alibi check- floor, grabs his gun, and turns it on Castle.
ing out with surveillance footage, and Beckett is dripping with
Unbeknownst to Beckett and the others, Castle is tied up and
anger.
Ryan still knocked out, Jerry holding them hostage. Castle starts
Love is still a common theme in this week's episode. Alexis has to tell Jerry about his mother, that he Killed the women to get back
a secret admirer, leaving roses and notes in her locker. The latest at her for abandoning him. Castle's phone starts vibrating, and
note told her to meet him, or it, at Strawberry Fields that after- Jerry lets him talk to nis mother, but only briefly. Castle says, "I
noon. Castle practically jumped down her throat, telling her not love you," and Jerry hangs up. Jerry cocks the gun and asks Castle
to go. Finally, somehow sne convinces him she's going, and Martha if he had any more to say. Tnen we see him walk down the stairs
follows up saying she'll be a distance in the park, making sure that and vanish.
her secret admirer is not an axe murderer.
The police arrive and rescue them. Castle is in awe, but Beckett
They go back to Jerry, begging for more information in exchange did the math, along with a little help from a phone call from
for an early release. Jerry is terrified his girlfriend, Donna Gal- Martha. Castle feels guilty that Jerry walked away, and he feels he'll
lagher, is being targeted. She goes missing.
kill again. The episode closes with Beckett and Castle contemThey find out Gates had a partner, Paul McArdle, and Castle fig- plating what's next in silence.
ures out how he committed the murders. As they call it in, the
What will next week bring? tUne into ABC every Monday at 10
chief rushes in, saying the team only found a rope ladder going to p.m.

OPINIONS/EDITORIALS
Longwood University

The Choice is Yours
However, the candidates that Republicans and the
Tea Party are offering the American people are exRotunda Reporter
actly the types of candidates that the Founding Fathers were afraid of in the first place. These
W i t h Election Day 2010 less than a week away, candidates like to dte the Constitution in their camvoters from all across the country will be left with a paigns, but they either have no due what's actually
simple decision to make at the polls. This decision in it or want to go back and change or getridof spewill represent a choice between two very different cific amendments that have produced great progress
in America over the last two centuries. Since the
and distinct options.
Voters will nave the choice between votingforthe campaign season began,
Republican candidates have advocatedforthe pricandidates who are committed to moving this country in the direction of economic recovery, social vatization of social security, the elimination ofthe
progress, and political reconciliation; or candidates Fourteenth Amendment no abortion rights for
who are committed to returning to the economic women under any circumstances, permanent tax
policies that created the recession, who want to re- breaksforthe wealthy, and the complete repeal ofthe
verse progress made in health care and on Wall healthcare reform law.
Other unsurprising assertions from these candiStreet, and who want to create a permanent divisive
political climate from which bi-partisanship is only a dates indude the belief that the Constitution does
not call for the separation of church and state, that
myth.
This upcoming election does not get much more angry voters should use "Second Amendment remeimportant in terms of the direction this country will dies to hold Congress accountable, that the Civil
take in the coming years, and while many Americans Rights Acts of the 1960s went too far in burdening
are dissatisfied, andrightfullyso, with the way cer- private businesses, and the offering of praiseforthe
tain things are going in Washington, D.C., the choice Soviet blockade of East Germany as appropriate
measures for securing the border from immigration.
could not be dearer.Not to mention, they are backing a candidate who
While there are so many Americans out there
takes
pride in parading around in a Nazi SS uniform
who are still hurting as a result of the near economic
collapse of 2008, the promises of recovery and for fun. If this isn't extreme, then I don't know what
change made by then-candidate and now-President is. These are only a fraction of the radical views that
Republicans and Tea Party members alike are proObama should not be so quickly abandoned.
President Obama came into office in one of the moting each day on the campaign trail.
Meanwhile, President Obama and his Congresmost difficult situations a president has ever had to
sional
allies have made therightmoves to move this
confront It took ten years for largdy Republican
country
forwardagain. Not every decision has been
olicies to plunder a surplus, wreck the economy,
ivor therich,exploit the middle class, and wage two the most politically popular but the president has
wars. All throughout the campaign and his presi- made it clear that he won't let his political future get
dency, the president said that change and recovery in the way of doing what'srightfor America.
Despite the unified Republican blockade on his
would be slow and that reversing the mindset in
agenda,
President Obamas policies have worked to
Washington that took ten years to create would take
stabilize the economy, created and saved three million jobs, given women equal rights in the workplace, provided healthcare for millions of children,
reformed the reckless actions of Wall Street made
it easier for college students to afford college, and
made health care coverage more accessible and affordable for the American people.
These are just some the promises he made as a
candidate, and he is still working hard to make
good on the rest His plans movingforwardare to
extend tax breaks for the middle class, encourage
job growth in America by ending incentives for
companies that ship jobs overseas, invest in America's infrastructure, and solve the nation's energy
and illegal immigration crises. This will take more
hard work that will require both sides to work to-,
gether.
However, the current slate of Republican candidates have vowed to not work with the President
and Democrats in Congress, with some even being
unable to name a member of the opposite party
with whom they could see themselves working
across the aisle.
So much is at stake in this election, and while
some time.
progress
has been slow for so many Americans, we
Well, some very tough choices have been made
over the last year and a half of die Obama Presidency, simply cannot afford to return to tne same policies
there now appears to be a proverbial light at the end that drove us off the cliff over the last decade. No
of die tunnel However, if the extreme wine of the matter how many millions foreign groups and outRepublican Party has their way, that light wifi be re- side organizations put into this campaign to impede
placed with the same darkness that sat over this the progress we are making, the choice is still yours.
What's great about America is our ability to get
country at the onset of the economic collapse they
right back up after we've been knocked down. We are
helped create.
I recognize that the mostly Republican-em- making it back to our feetrightnow, so let's not fall
braced Tea Party daims to be a group of ordinary backwards in this election, but instead let's make the
Americans embarking on a grassroots movement to clear choiceformoving this country ahead again. bring their own kind of "change" to Washington, but
the candidates they espouse in this election are not
what this country needs right now. They say that
they want to return America to the times of the
Founding Fathers by using the Constitution as a political prop to make their point
KEENAN CRUMP
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"While there are so many
Americans out there who
are still hurting as a result
of the near economic
collapse of2008, the
promises of recovery and
change made by then-candidate and now-President
Obama should not be so
quickly abandoned."
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GOP Picks Up Spare Change
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
T h e season is upon us once again. If you don't
know its election time, you must be living in a hole.
Whether it is on tdevision, driving down the road,
or even watching a YouHibe video, chances are you
have seen campaign propaganda fluttered about.
This midterm election is differentfromsome ofthe
past simply because of the distrust of the government by the American people. If the government
had a Facebook, the majority of people would hit the
"dislike" button. Better yet I would go asforto defriend them.
All 435 House of Representative seats; along with
a little more than half of die Senate seats are all up for
grabs. Not to mention a few states are having governor races. The decidingfactorin all of this is now the
distrust of the Democrat-controlled Congress will
be shown at die ballot box on Election Day, Thes,
Nov. 2.
A Gallup pollreleasedthis week showed Republicans hold a healthy'lead among would-be voters
heading into the upcoming election. In a generic
congressional ballot where some 40 percent of the
electorate would vote, Republicans lead Democrats
52 percent to 43 percent The poll also showed that
if less than 40 percent of registered votes turnout
which is highly likely if the number of voters in past
elections stays consistent the Republican lead increases to 55 percent Clearly, this polling shows that
the GOP is one home run away from winning the
ballgame. But as a disclaimer, early polling is not the
best foretell of Election Day.
Not all the news is good however. You might say
there's a problem looming over the GOP. Freshman.
Freshman House members, that is. The problem that
could resultfromin influx of Republicans lies in the
possibility that too many newbies will come in and
want to turn the new Republican House upside
down and inside out They must remember about
the old bulls that still hold a strong position in the
establishment, even though their power may we
dwindling in some congressional eyes. Current
House Minority Leader John Boehner, who would
become speaker of the house if the Republicans
clinch the control out of the Democrat's warm
hands, would be die big man on campus. However,
to loyal Republicans, he already is.
Still, whether you like them or not the new group
of Republicans who seems to have the advantage in
their elections, has a chance to initiate change—the
good kind—and be very memorable while they do it
Be prepared for ipipe TeaPafty politicians to take
theoench. This relatively new commitment to the
cause promises areturnto conventional government
as the Founder's envisioned it Their guide? The
Constitution. Perhaps die new party wilfbe the new
third party or the new Independents? Tea Party
members who can't vote for their candidate will usually choose the Republican agenda, or even a conservative-leaning Independent over a Democrat any
day
The heated races in Colorado, Pennsylvania,
Ddaware, and Illinois - all where Republicans are in
a dead-heat with their opposition - show the GOP is
picking up an advantage in blue states. But those
races are just the tip of the iceberg. The GOP plans
to take incumbent positions from the ones who are
ruining Washington and supporting the Obama
agenda across the country.
In Alabama's 2nd District Rep. Bobby Bright (D)
has told his constituents he's not a rock in the bicycle chain. He's voted against key Democratic legislation during his first term in office as well as
promised a no-vote for Nancy Pelosi as House
Speaker. Even with that stark change in political

rhetoric that may appeal to a number of Republicans, will that be enough to save the man at the end
of the day? RightfacesMontgomery, Ala. City Councilwoman Martha Roy.
It's been a solid blue district for many years, but
Rep. Phil Hare (D-DL 17th) may have his work cut
out for him. The latest polls show restaurant owner
Bobby Schiling (R) neck-to-neck with the second
term congressman. The problem? Perhaps it's a failing Democratic push m aownstate 01. Or perhaps it's
Hare's Freudian slip of "Debt is a myth," earlier this
month. Well never know.

"Still, whether you like
them or not, the new
group of Republicans
who seems to have the
advantage in their
elections, nas a chance
to initiate change—the
good kind—and be
very memorable
while they do it."
Even though he is more of a moderate than a Democrat Rep. Joe Donnelly (D-Indiana 2nd) still
faces oppositionfromstate Rep. Jackie Walorski (R).
Donnelly openly supported the infamous health care
bill as well as anti-abortion, a no-no for strong Democrats. Voters in die purple 2nd District seem to
be seriously considering their options come Nov. 2.
Out west Rep. Harry Teague (D-New Mexico
2nd) hopes to squeeze out a victory over former
GOP Rep. Steve Pearce, who ran for Senate in 2008.
Pearce hopes to use ammunition from Teague's
agenda, which includes support for cap and trade, to
win over the district which is heavy in producing
energy.
Finally, in upstate New York, where political
gaffes this season are as common as lightening bugs
in July,first-timer,Rep. Bill Owens (D-N.Y. 23rd),
hopes to stay alive after his defeat over GOP members in a special November election last year. Matt
Doheny (R), who strongly opposes the health care
bill ana government taxing, may have an upper hand
in the mixed district especially among Independent
voters.
But why does any of this GOP push even matter?
It matters in two years. This is the Republicans'
chance to show themselves, the American people,
and the world that they can come together and be
unified. Hie only problem is that first they must actually come together and be unified. The split and
anger in the Democrat's playground is, quite bluntly,
disturbing. Democrats speak of unification constantly, but they are not unified as a party and are on
the track to going nowhere. They"re a lost party.
The bi-partisan attitude on Capitol Hill shows
how die Democrats are unwilling to cooperate with
Republicans, and vice versa. But that's how government works and no single dection can change that
But what can change this country for the better is a
conservative Congress that sticks to the tradition this
country's heroes tried to develop. Sure, we may never
be able to return to die beauty that was the Reagan
era, but it's possible to come pretty darn dose.
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Rugby Dominates W&L to Claim Title Men's Golf Places 11th in North Carolina
JESSIE GIFFON

Rotunda Reporter
T h e Longwood Men's rugby
team scored 7 tries and allowed
only one enroute to a convincing
win over Washington & Lee
(W&L) 45-5. After a two-hour
drive and the unusual starting
time of Friday at 5 p.m., the team
started slowly, dominated territory but made many handling errors and missed scoring
opportunities. At the 30-minute
marie, Jesse Kelly got his first try
erf die year, and shortly thereafter,
Jay Kennedy scored as well. With
two conversions by Eric
"Prancer" Minor, Longwood led
14-0 at halftime.
The second half was a different story. Frostt Salem led the

way with runs from the back of fourth regular season crown in
Pthemscrum,
m H which
H H Lled to tries the last four years. The win gives
ftom Salem and other forwards; Longwood the No. 1 seed at the
TJ Van Petten, "Lars" Shepherd Virginia Rugby Union (VRU)
and "Ropes" Randall. With a Standings championships to be
large lead and many substitu- held in Richmond on Nov. 6-7.
tions, Longwood continued with The other teams in the running
pressure and after a clearing kick for the remaining three seeds are
from W&L that did not go out of Mary Washington, Richmond,
bounds, Brant Hawkins took the Hampden-Sydney and William
ball and ran 50 yards for the final &Mary.
try of the game and* his
* •first
" -of j
The women's team resumes
the year.
action this coming weekend with
The win and the bonus point games against William and Mary
for scoring four tries gave Long- on Sat Oct 30 and on Sun., Oct
wood an insurmountable lead in .31 against
Virginia Military In0
the VRU standings and the VRU stitute (VMI). Follow both teams
regular season title with 1 game on longwoodrugby.org, on Faceto play against last place Roanoke book or on Twitter (©longCollege. So far this season, the woodrugby).
team nas outscored it opponents
by 152 points. The title is the
^
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Campbell Beats Women's Soccer on the Road
BENMAITLAND

Sports Editor
O n Friday night Oct 22, the Longwood University women's soccer team dropped a disappointing 31 road match at Campbell University ofthe Atlantic
Sun Conference in Buies Creek, N.C. The Fighting
Camels of Campbell (8-10-1) made all three of their
goals against the Lancers (10-7) during the first half. It
was aoisappointing performance for the ladies who
are winding down tneir fall season.
The Lancers allowed a goal very early on in the fifth
minute at Campbell. Annabelle Gibney of the Camels
took a turnover by the Lancers and scored unassisted
from just afewyards out The Fighting Camels added
a second goal at the 33-minute mark as Pino Leppikangas scored from just outside the box witn assists
from Both Gibney and Lauren Kuklenskl Campbell
stretched the lead to 3-0 at the intermission with a goal
in the 41st minute by Caitlin Schneider. She was assisted on the goal by Leppikangas.
Longwood came out more prepared after the half
and controlled the ball throughout the second period,
out-shooting Campbell 15-3. However, they could
only manage to score one goal. Senior Jessica Varela
scored the Lancers' only goal in the 85th minute as her
unassisted shot from the top of the box hit off the
crossbar before dropping into the net
According to Head Coach Todd Dyer on long>odlancers.com, "We weren't prepared to play in the
first half and I tike responsibility for that We lacked
energy and our defending put us in a big hole early in

the game. We were a totally different team in the second naif and we earned a goal to showforit however,
if you go down like we diaand allow a team to sit back
and defend a lead, it becomes a very tall mountain to
climb." said the 17th-year head coach.
Longwood held an 18-8 advantage in shots, including 11-6 in attempts on-goaL They also held a 7-2 advantage on corner kicks as welL None of that however,
translated into points. Graduate keeper Marcia Biddle
played the first 45 minutes in front of the net for the
Lancers with one save while allowing three goals and
sophomore Kyra Byron played the last 45 minutes with
two saves. Ryann Torrero played thefirst82 minutes
for Campbell saving six shots, while Anna Ditommaso
played thefinaleignt minutes with two saves and one
goal allowed The Fighting Camels racked up two
team saves as welL
It was the seventh meeting between the twb schools
in the sport of women's soccer. Campbell still holds a
slim lead in die series at 4-2-1. Longwood came into
the match in North Carolina with two-straight wins
and six wins in the last eight matches. The Lancers are
now 2-6 in road matches this season, though an impressive 8-1 at home, including eieht-straignt wins at
the Athletics Complex. Longwood returns to the field
today, Oct 27, on the road at Eastern Kentucky University of the Ohio Valley Conference in Richmond,
KY, beginning at 3 p.m.
Women's soccer concludes their fall season this
Sun., Oct 31, against Morehe^State on Senior Day.
The match will be held at the /pieties Complex at 1
p.m.

DOMINO'S PIZZA
New sauce.
New crust.
New cheese.

Now accepting
Lancer Cash!
Student Value Menu: Just $7.99

Large 1 topping pizza
Medium 2 topping pizza
Small 1 topping pizza & 20 oz. Coke
Any chicken & bread
Any 2 breads

OPEN REALLY, REALLY LATE!
Monday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday •

2 AM
3 AM
1AM

For coupons or to order online go to
www.farmvilledominos.com.
Become a tan of Domino's Pizza - Far/nyile, Viroinja on
Facebook to hear about our specials right away or j ust call

(434)392-3000.

JACOB BIGGS

Asst. A&E Editor
The
Longwood
University mens golf
team recently competed at the Old Dominion/
OBX
Collegiate tournament,
which was held at the
Kilmarlic Golf Club in
Powells Point, N.C.
The match was played
over only two rounds
instead of the typical
three.
According to
www.longwoodlancers.com, East Carolina University led the
event with its 270-282-582 at the 6,559-yard,
par 72 layout on the
Outer Banks. ECU's
Harold Varner won the
event with his final
score of 65-66—131.

The Lancers finished in
11th place out of 18
teams with a score 293296-589.
Junior
Austin Gray led Longwood with his 71-71—
142, tying him for 12th
in the field of 93.
Gray's final score of
142 was his new collegiate best for 36 holes.
Also playing for Longwood was senior
Michael Young (68-76-144, t-18th), junior
Ross Sumner (76-74—
150, t-55th), freshman
Kyle Bodin (78-75153, t-72nd), and junior
Bobby
Fox
(79-76-155, t-78th).
Together, they brought
the team to its 11th
place finish.
The men's golf team
has had a successful
season thus far, bring-

ing strong competition
to each tournament
they visit Michael
Young has finished in
the top-3 individuals in
the majority of the
tournaments played
this fall. The players
keep improving, frequently achieving new
personal low scores:
Gray and Bodin both
posted new threeround collegiate lows at
the Richmond Intercollegiate tournament.
The 11th place finish is
decent, but they must
continue working hard
to gain an edge over
their tougher competitors.
Head Coach Kevin
Fillman said that the
course at the Kilmarlic
Golf Club presented
challenges: the narrow

fairway is located in the
center of a residential
neighborhood,
so
competitors had to beexceptionally accurate
in order to be successfill With houses lining
both sides of the
course, the ODU/OBX
Collegiate was unlike
many previous tournaments.
Other schools that
finished among the
top-10 were Liberty
(568), Louisville (570),
Richmond
(570),
William and Mary
(576), Furman (577),
Elon (581), James
Madison (581). Radford
(583),
and
Delaware (588).

PIGSKIN FOOTBALL PICKS
B E N M A I T L A N D : (18-18)
-No. 5 Michigan State over No. 18 Iowa: The Spartans will play a
much tighter, refined game this week and hand Iowa their second
straight loss.
No. 6 Missouri over No. 14 Nebraska: Missouri rides the Cloud 9
train all the way to another win aeainst a ranked opponent. I like
Taylor Martinez and his abilities, but Mizzou will bring everything
they have against him.
-No. 2 Oregon over USC: Oregon rolls as they continue to make a
push for a title game berth. I just want to see the Duck do some
pushups.
-NY Jets over Green Bay: The Jets are quite possibly the best team m
the league right now and will prove it with a balanced attack against
tHc Packers.
-New Orleans over Pittsburgh: The Saints get back on track at home
with a rejuvenated Drew Brees. Looks like Vertigo" for the Steelers
this week.
-Indianapolis over Houston: Arian Foster doesn't get the yards this
week that he got in Week One against the Colts. Peyton finds a way
to win, even without Dallas Clark to throw to.
K E E N A N C R U M P : (19-17)
-No. 18 Iowa over No. 5 Michigan Stote: Iowa does not get burned
twice in a row at home and quarterback Stanzi wills the Hawkeyes to
victory.
-No. 14 Nebraska over No. 6 Missouri: Mizzou's honeymoon is
short-lived as the 'Huskers reinsert themselves into the national discussion with a big home win.
-No. 2 Oregon over USC: This game might have been close two years
ago, but the Ducks are now the class of the Pac • 10.
-NY Jets over Green Bay: Revis returns and defense is back at full
strength after a bye week. Jets win a close one over banged up 'Pack.
-Pittsburgh over New Orleans: It will be a "nightmare on Bourbon
Street" for the New Orleans offense as the Steelers win a "thriller" on
the Bayou.
-Indianapolis over Houston: Colts get retribution for opening day
meltdown in Houston as Manning leads undermanned offense to
victory.
N A T H A N EPSTEIN: (20-16)
-No. 18 Iowa over No. 5 Michigan State: Michigan St. squeaked past
Northwestern on the road and Iowa lost a heartbreaker to Wisconsin
last week. Iowa rebounds at home with a victory.
-No. 14 Nebraska over No. 6 Missouri: In a battle of a great offense
versus a great defense, the great defense plus a very capable quarterback always helps at home. Nebraska takes it.
-No. 2 Oregon over USC: USC has a great offense, but not enough
defense to keep up with Oregon. Ducks win on the road in Cali.
-NY Jets over Green Bay: Green Bay still has lingering injuries and
even with the win over Minnesota still has struggled on the road.
-Pittsburgh over New Orleans: On Halloween night, Drew Brees
must face not only Steelers' frightening defense, but the lingering effects of the Madden Curse as well.
•Indianapolis over Houston: Peyton Manning has been all but dominant at home, while Houston has slipped since their opening day
win over the Colts.
ADMINISTRATOR: DR. TIM PIERSON
-No. 5 Michigan State over No. 18 Iowa: This will continue to be
Sparty's year as MSU will gain the respect they deserve when they
return from Iowa City with a win over the Hawkeyes in a close one!
- No. 14 Nebraska over No. 6 Missouri: I really love what the Tigers
did against Oklahoma last week in continuing the trend of fallen #
Is, but I think the Corn Huskers are too tough in Lincoln and the
Tigers will see nothing but red as Nebraska Wins!
-No. 2 Oregon over USC: Fear the Duck! Oregon offense is too
quick, too good, and too Green for the Trojans - Ducks are the # 1
TEAM in the COUNTRY and they will be weeping in LA as Oregon
rolls over USC.
-NY Jets over Green Bay: JETS-JETS-JETS! Green Bay is beat up
and the Jets may be the oest team in the NFL - Jets win!

Want to participate in the weeklyfootballpicks?
Contact Sports Editor Ben Maitland at
jdin.maitland@liveJongwood.edu expressing interest,
and he'll respond to you with directions from there.
. Participation would be appreciated!
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Lancers Women's Field Hockey Runs Past Davidson at Home
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
T h e Longwood University field hockey team ran
past Northern Pacific Field
Hockey Conference (NorPac) opponent Davidson
College 3-1 on Sat, Oct 23 at
the Athletics Complex in
Farmville. The Lancers (512, 3-2 NorPac) were spearheaded by senior Lauren van
de Kamp with her two goals,
both on penalty strokes, and
by freshman Stacey de
Grandhomme, who scored
one goal of her own against
the Wildcats (11-6,3-1 NorPac).
Head Coach Iain Byers
was quoted on lonjjwoodlancers.com saying, It was a
tough game against-a strong
team, but we are happy with
the result. We gutted out a
tremendous defensive performance and that really
helps us out in the conference standings," said the
third-year head coach.
Davidson jumped ahead
to an early 1-0 lead after
Annie Evans scored on a
breakaway goal in the eighth
minute. The Lancers fought
bade in the 14th minute,
when de Grandhomme received a pass from senior
Kimberly Sullivan and sent a
quick shot from the top of
the circle, knotting the score
at 1-1. van de Kamp powered
in her first goal of the match
in the 16th minute on a
penalty stroke attempt that
she converted to the right of
the goalkeeper. The two
squads played the rest of the
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| That Man
Can Drive
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor

JLive fast, drive fast,
party hard, die young.
That pretty much personifies the late, great
NASCAR Winston Cup
driver Tim Richmond.
Richmond was the focus of
the latest installment in
ESPN's "30 for 30" docuSPORTS
mentary series. The docuCOLUMN
mentary, aptly titled "Tim
Richmond: To the Limit,"
aired two weeks ago and
generated a lot of buzz among NASCAR fans old and
new alike, due to its subject matter.
You see, Richmond was just coming into his own
as a race driver in the mid-1980s. He had struggled
for a few years in NASCAR before finally hitting the
big time in 1986 when he signed with the then-fledgling Hendrick Motorsports. He won seven times that
season, finishing third in the Winston Cup points
standings behind Dale Earnhardt and Darrell Waltrip. He even shared Driver of the Year honors with
Earnhardt for the "86 campaign.
Then, just before the 1987 season was set to get
Photo By: Stephen Hudson
underway at Daytona, Richmond announced he was
A Lancerfightsoff two Davidson players for control of the ball.
retiring from racing temporarily due to an illness
it hosts another
which he claimed was Asian flu. The real diagnosis
first half with the score the second half, but could only had a strong match, record- NorPac foe in Appalachian
was much more dire. Richmond had AIDS.
same, the Lancers holding get two shot attempts off on ing seven saves for the State University. The match
those opportunities. The Lancers, including four in is at 12 p.m. at the Athletics
He had it all, the world at his fingertips. He had
the lead 2-1 at halftime.
unbelievable charisma, charm and good looks. Long,
As the second half got un- Wildcats outshot Longwood the second half, at Grand- Complex in Farmville for
flowing hair, Aviator shades, a devilish grin and blue
derway, Longwood focused 6-1 in the second half and homme attempted three Senior Day, where three seneyes. Women flocked to Richmond like it was noin defensively and stopped a had an 8-1 advantage in shots for the Lancers. Sarah iors will be recognized. Adbody's business. He was the antithesis to many of the
enalty corners. Longwood Fisher had two saves and al- mission is free to everyone.
number of scoring opportulowed
three
goals
for
the
blue-collar followers of the sport.
eld
tough
in
the
face
of
all
of
nities by the Wildcats, van de
Wildcats. Evans led DavidWhile most of the drivers in the garage area went
Kamp scored another insur- the attempts by Davidson.
home to their girlfriends, wives, and kids during the
Davidson outshot Long- son with one goal while Hanance goal in the 67th minute,
week between races, Richmond would be anywhere
again on a penalty stroke, to wood by a total of 11 -7 and nah English attempted four
shots
for
the
Wildcats.
from New York to California partying it up. Most
put Longwood ahead for a had an 11-3 advantage in
drivers lived around the Charlotte area in North CarLongwood
returns
to
the
penalty
corners.
Sophomore
good 3-1. Davidson had
olina or somewhere else in the Southeast. Richmond,
field
this
Sat.,
Oct.
30,
when
goalkeeper
Kaye
Goulding
eight penalty corners in the
on th,e other hand, owned a penthouse in New York
City and a yacht in Ft. Lauderdale.
There was one thing he did, however, that won
over many fans and driversrhe could wheel a race car.
When he was on the racetrack, especially in 1986, you
could not take your eyes off of him. Even "The In- '
^rhen Headley aimed a 35ASC) against the Highlanders lancers.com. "That put us in a The Lancers had a chance to
timidator" Dale Earnhardt had to acknowledge RichBEN MAITLAND
yard
free
kick
from
the
left
AAlbetter sec- go in front early in the 11th
(4-9, 1-0 ASC). It was the pretty deep hole. A
mond's talent. After battling "Richmond on the track
Sports Editor
ònd naif
half couldn't quite undo minute after Headley serf a side of the field and sent a
men's soccer reunion match ond
at Charlotte Motor Speedway one afternoon, Earncurving ball to the far post,
and the 2000 CVAC Men's ¿he horrors of thefirsthalf We pass across the field to freshhardt was quoted as telling one of Richmond's crew
man Nick Surkamp. Surkamp past the outstretched hands of
members simply, "That man can drive."
T h e Longwood Univer- Soccer Championship team didn't represent the alumni, put up a shot attempt, but the the NJIT goalkeeper. Longsupporters,
or
the
university
was
recognized
at
halftime.
Flashback to the 1987 season. Richmond sat out
sity men's soccer team lost anball sailed wide. The High- wood made several pushes in
well
today.
We
have
to
respond
Still,
the
Lancers'
high
hopes
the
first
dozen races before coming back at the midother close match onSat., Oct
landers' Emeka Nwachukwu the final minutes, but they
point of the year. In what can only be described as a
23 at the Athletics Complex. were dashed with yet another in our remaining matches to scored the first goal off a -re- were stopped at the Highmiracle, he won hisfirsttwo races back at Pocono and
This time, it was a 2-1 loss defeat. It has been difficult for ;et something out of this chal- bound in the 14tn minute be- lander penalty box every time.
Riverside. Then, his health began to fail him again,
against Atlantic Spccer Con- the men's team this season to enging season."
Junior goalkeeper Joel
fore Papis Ciss scored in the
The
Lancers
had
to
play
forcing him to resign from Hendrick and remove
say
the
least
ference (ASC) member New
15th minute. NJIT outshot the Helmick allowed the two goals
himself from the cockpit.
catch-up
from
the
get-go,
as
"We
started
slow
and
inJersey Institute of Technology
Lancers 13-5 in the first half by the Highlanders ahd
NJIT
scored
a
pair
of
goals
in
The rumor mill started to spin even more in the
credibly
tentative,"
said
sixth(NJIT). Senior captain Harvey
recorded seven saves for
alone.
garage. At Daytona in 1988, Richmond again atHeadley scored the lone goal year Head Coach Ion the first 15 minutes to put
Longwood. The Lancers were
tempted a comeback. His friends and family worried
for the Lancers (2-10-3,0-2-1 Atkinson on longwood- Longwood in a deep deficit.
led on offense by Headley with
that he wanted to drive just so he could crash into the
one goal. Sophomore Devin
wall and kill himself to avoid public humiliation. EiPierce attempted four shots
ther way, NASCAR submitted him to a drug test,
during the match, while
which they claimed he failed. It turns out the test
Surkamp attempted three
picked up only prescription and over-the-counter
OLD NAVY
more. John Ricketti recorded
drugs. They tested him again and he passed
three saves for the HighNASCAR then asked Richmond to show his medical
landers, while Pete Walker atrecords. Richmond refused and he walked away from
tempted five shots with one
the sport for the final time. He never appeared in
assist. Longwood will try to
public again, dying on Aug. 13, 1989 in a lonely
get a much heeded victory on
Florida hospital wing.
Fri., Oct 29, when it travels to
It was a time when AIDS was viewed mainly as a
Houston, Texas, to take on
homosexual disease. It was also a time of fear, misinNew and Like New
ASC opponent Houston Bapformation, and the Ryan White case. Richmond was
tist University
the first big name athlete to contract the disease and
- Jify (HBU). The
N E W B O R N $m J U N I O R S - Y O U N G M E N Jk W O M E N
match is scheduled for 7 p.m.
die from it. NASCAR, in its effort to put a lid on the
Apparel • Haodhag» * Backpack* * Jewelry * Acceüoríc«
situation, did Richmond no favors. They simply
wanted him out of the show. And they got what they
The scored stayed stagnant
wanted.
at 2-0 until the 84th minute,
On the one hand, they probably knew that he was
S t o p p e * M C o l l e g e Pmk
HIV-positive and posed a threat behind the wheel to
141 SC Saudi MMo Street
other competitors and safety personnel. On the other
Famviite, VA2J*M
extreme, the way they shunned him out of the sport,
forcing him to live as a recluse in his final days, was
4M-J9I-3M
not very becoming. Hindsight is 20/20, but NASCAR
Tm*-Tb*s 10-530, M 10-7, S * 10-4
should have given more care to one of its own. Richmond sued the sanctioning body before his death for
defamation. The case was settled out of court and the
terms were never disclosed
THE BRANDS YOU LIKE
In one scene of the "30 for 30" documentary,
Richmond said he wanted to prove to everyone that
THE HANDBAGS YOU WANT
he was put on Earth for one reason only: to succeed
at the fun department. He did just that even if it was
NOW Acctrrmc
W W M » CLOTHES O N CONSICNMEWT |
only for a short time.
As a race fan, I can say that I almost feel cheated
C A L L POR DETAILS
that I did not get thè opportunity to see Tim Richmond race. There are a lot of people who believe that
i,Cmm
Mmmf Jl
if Richmond had lived, Earnhardt would not have
won seven championships. Even though I never got
to watch him race, I heard stories about him from my
dad who had rooted for Richmond when he raced. I
think it was only because Richmond drove the Old
Milwaukee-sponsored car (the beer that Dad drank
back in the day). I am very happy that Richmond's
story was finally told in a positive light
I'm thankful that NASCAR fans and people in
general found out that he even existed at all, given
what happened to him. NASCAR today needs more
drivers like him, maybe without the partying and
AMERICAN EAGLE
womanizing. Richmond's charisma and likeability are
ourmTEfts
¡ sorely needed in the sport One thing is for certain:
A Lancer player slidestothe get the baH away from an opponent I he had a great ride while it lasted
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"We have to
respond in our
remaining *
matches to g k
something out
of this
challenging
season.'

